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Hospital visitors seem
like 'old home week'

Florida considers leaving
Southeastern Conference

Kelly Bolls represents
city at national meeting
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—News In Brief
Mixed up identification nearly
leads to burial of wrong youth
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — As a woman kept a bedside vigil in
North Carolina for a comatose teen-ager identified as her son, the
father of a schoolmate of the unconscious youth grieved for his
runaway son at a funeral home here.
Then Frank Hegler looked in the casket and nearly went into
shock.
"I said, 'That's not my kid," Hegler recalled. "I'm in a nervous breakdown, it's that bad. We made all the arrangements to
bury the wrong body."
The casket contained the body of Timothy Lee Vanderbrook,
16. The youth in a coma in a hospital at Lumberton, N.C., was his
schoolmate, 17-year-old Robert Hegler. Both were involved in a
traffic accident near Lumberton a week ago in a car they allegedly had stolen.
The mix-up occurred when emergency workers found Robert
Hegler's wallet in young Vanderbrook's pants pocket, said
Jeanne Stevens, spokeswoman for Southeastern General
Hospital in Lumberton.
"It's been like a nightmare and I still haven't faced it," said
Vanderbrook's mother, Gloria Headley of Orange County, outside Orlando.
Mrs. Headley said she had suspected that the unconscious boy
wasn't her son. But hospital employees convinced her otherwise
because the teen-ager's face was so badly swollen.
Mrs. Headley's vigil ended when the mix-up was discovered
last week, and her place has been taken by Hegler's mother,
Delores Evans.
"This has been horrid," said Mrs. Evans, Hegler's ex-wife.
"Something like you see in movies. I doesn't happen to you. ... I
can hardly explain it. I'm just numb."
Police said the two youths stole a new car May 26 and headed
north.
That afternoon, a Robeson County, N.C., deputy spotted the car
and thought it was being driven suspiciously, but when he flashed
his lights to pull it over the driver sped up. The ensuing chase hit
speeds of up to 120 mph.
Near Lumberton, the car swerved to pass a state trooper and
went out of control, flying 60 feet in the air, crashing and flipping,
throwing the teen-agers out.
One was declared dead on arrival at the hospital. The other arrived comatose.
"I can't be happy," Hegler said of his son's survival. "I don't
know if he's going to make it or not."
Timothy Vanderbrook was buried Friday.

Elsewhere...
By Tbe Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — A fourth man is in custody and more arrests are expected in the government's crackdown on a military
secrets-for-sale ring involving three family members.
JERUSALEM — Prime Minister Shimon Peres says he is
ready to hold direct peace talks with Jordan's King Hussein. But
he opposes U.S. plans to hold preliminary talks with a JordanianPalestinian delegation.
BRUSSELS, Belgium — NATO foreign ministers meet in Portugal on Thursday for their first review of East-West relations
since U.S.-Soviet arms control talks resumed in March.
American officials say U.S. Secretary of State George P. Shultz
will ask the allies' view on further U.S. compliance with the 1979
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty.
WASHINGTON — If you want an idea of how you would fare
under President Reagan's plan for overhauling the income tax,
figure it out for yourself. You can make a fairly good estimate, if
ynu have typical income and deductions, by looking at your 1984
tax return and changing some of the calculations to account for
Reagan's proposal.
NEW YORK — The middle class, that huge midriff of the
American economy that views itself as neither rich nor poor,
thinks it is getting a rough deal from the administration's tax proposals. If you don't think so, ask your neighbor. In fact, just ask
yourself.
GREENSBORO, N.C. — A man sought in the slayings of five
people detonated explosives in his van, killing himself and three
others, after he opened fire on police with a machine gun,
authorities said.
WASHINGTON — In the shadow of the federal government,
where the nation's top law enforcement officials work to combat
drug trafficking around the world, the purest, strongest heroin in
the country is readily available to the city's 15,000 addicts.
HONOLULU — The 19-day strike by pilots of United Airlines
has had an uneven effect on this vulnerable island state, and
some tourist businesses are sailing along with little or no pain.
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Tonight: A 70 percent
chance of more
thunderstorms. Low in the
upper 60s. Southeast wind 5 to
10 mph.
Wednesday: Partly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
storms. High in the mid to upper 80s. West wind )0 to 15
mph.
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Fate of
Lincoln's
giant oak
debated
HODGENVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
On a global level the fate of a
single oak tree — even one that
earned its place in American
history by shading a young
Abraham Lincoln — is not a
pressing issue.
But in Hodgenville, where Lincoln is immortalized on
everything from life insurance
to convenience stores to a local
family-planning center, there
can be no greater horticultural
cause.
Recent attempts by the National Park Service to separate
the Boundary Oak from its roots
In what is now the Abraham Lincoln Birthplace National
Historic Site have caused a
small furor in this Larue County
city.
It has prompted discussion at
the Rotary Club, an aborted
petition drive by those who want
the tree to stay, and, finally, the
scheduling of a public hearing
June 18 to help decide the tree's
fate.
"People were upset to the
point of getting nasty," said Carl
Howell Jr., a lawyer and Lincoln
historian whose grandparents
deeded land and a portion of the
tree to federal authorities in
1945.
"Each county has its own
piece of history," Howell said.
"We're very jealous and protective of the tree."
The white oak marks the corner boundary of a 300-acre farm
that Lincoln's father purchased
two months before Abraham
was born in February 1809.
Historians say the tree — which
was then perhaps 150/ears old
— and a nearby spring that was
the family's only water source
are the only remaining features
of the Kentucky homestead that
they can associate with Lincoln
"without equivocation."
"Young Abe probably played
beneath its branches," said Len
Brown, a regional historian for
the National Park Service in
Atlanta. "There's a lot of emotionalism tied to it."
In its prime the boundary oak
stood 90 feet tall and measured
six feet in diameter. Its branches spread for more than 100
feet. But drainage and other problems caused the once-stately
tree to deteriorate. Each year
there were fewer leaves, and the
general vigor of the tree
diminished, Brown said.
The tree began to die in 1976.
But because of its historical
significance, park service staffers began wrestling with the
unusual problem of how to
preserve what remained.
The limbs have been cut away
because they posed a safety
hazard to the 30,000 tourist who
visit the park each year. Two
years ago, the park service
strung wire cables between the
oak and surrounding trees to
prevent it from falling on an
observation deck.
But in January, park
employees noticed that the
trunk swayed slightly, and officials proposed removing the
tree, said site superintendent
Bill Nichols. The plan was to cut
a cross section from the trunk
that would be displayed at a
visitors center.
But when a local wrecker
crew tried to bring the tree down
on May 9, it moved only several
inches.
"We discovered it was still
firmly attached," Brown said
Howell and other .,iricoln
devotees said they unaware of
the park service'S plans for the
Boundary Oak until news accounts of the unsuccessful
destruction. And that began the
(Coned ea page S)

Some of the students, student aids and teachers involved hi the 1985 Children's Cultural Adventures in
Spanish Class gather qn the front steps of Annex of Calloway Public Library. Pictured are Claire Resig,
coordinator of Spanish class, Libby Hart, coordinator of both Spanish and French classes, Terry
Williams, Casey McNutt, Stephanie Mott, Todd Vinson, Mat Weatherly, Leigh Ann Carter, Valerie
Chapman, Nicole McCarthy, Hastings Housden, Chip Greene, Paige Alcott, Shawn Kellie, Christopher
Fuhrmann, Paul Baugher, Sean Malinauskas, Brendan Erwin, Tracy French, Shanna Tabers, Angela
McClard, Rhonda Barrett, Ruthie Kitrell, Gonzalo Lozano, Charia Walston, Janet Williams, Eleanor
Lankford and the Rev. Eugene Doherty.
btaff photo
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Officials keeping eye on revenue
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
County officials are keeping a
conservative eye on revenue
sharing expenditures as they
begin the process of mapping
out the 1985-86 fiscal budget for
the 12 categories included in the
county's budget.
Officials are expecting to
receive about $29,500 less in

revenue sharing funds this year
as compared to last year. In
1984-85, the county operated
under a $1,747,970 total budget,
which included revenue sharing
funding of $256,000. Conservative predictions for 1985-86
call for a total of $235,500 in
federal revenue sharing funds
for Calloway County.
A budget hearing, to allow

local residents an opportunity to
voice their opinions on the proposed use of revemie sharing
funds is set for June 11 at 1 p.m.
at -the Calloway County Cour,thouse. The proposed total
budget for 1985-86 is $1,758,409.
Much of the.proposed 1985-86
budget matches up to the 1984-85
(Coned on page 2)

Education package to include new writing
program for younger students, report says
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
new emphasis on writing for
students in grades seven
through 10 is expected to be part
of Gov. Martha Layne Collins'
education package, a newspaper
reported today.
About $3 million would be put
toward the new writing program
In 1986-88, The Courier-Journal
reported.
Legislative leaders are expected to meet with Collins on
Wednesday to discuss the education package.
Under the proposal, an advisory committee to the state

Board of Education would be
established to make curriculum
changes in grade seven through
10 to emphasize writing skills.
Some money would be used for
workshops and grants to universities to help English teachers
learn to teach writing more effectively. Also local school
districts would get more money
to develop innovative writing
programs.
Rep. Roger Noe, D-Harlan
and co-chairman of the interim
joint Committee on Education,
said he would not divulged infor-

mation he received from
meeting with the governor's
staff.
"We should know something
more definitive in the very near
future," Noe said Monday.
A spokesman for Collins would
not comment on whether the
special writing program would
be included in the governor's
package.
Also expected to be included in
the legislative package is a plan
to reduce class size, provide
teacher aides and experiment
with a career ladder pay system
for teachers.

LEARNING CPR — Three members of Explorer Post 803 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital practice cardiopulmonary resuscitation (('PR) techniques during a recent training session. From the left,
they are: Jeanne Thorn, a junior at Calloway County High School; Kelly Cathey, a junior at Murray
High School; and LuAnn Loberger, a freshman at Murray State University. Two members of the Post
— Miss Loberger and Kyle Evans — were re-certified in CPR. while seven others were certified upon
completion of the recent training: Miss Thorn. Penny Knedler, Leslie Loberger, Tina Cooper, Carol
Cunningham, Corte Stutesman and Miss Cathey. The classes were taught by Robert Trenholm, EMT
with the MCCH Ambulance Service. Recertification is required each year.
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Nation's capital
also the nation's
heroin capital
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
shadow of the federal government, where the
nation's top
law enforcement officials work
to combat drug trafficking
around the world, the purest,
strongest heroin in the country
is readily available to the-fity's
15.000 addicts.
"If you want to buy heroin,
you go where it's easy to get,"
said Lt. Hugh Irwin, commander of the U.S. Park Police
narcotics branch. "And
eVerybody knows it's easy to get
in D.C."
The strong heroin is killing
more people than ever — nine
over ohe weekend in March and
three in one night in May. Street
sales are growing despite a
massive police crackdown and
concern by Washington officials
that the city is getting an image
as the heroin capital of the
world.
"Some parts of this city ought
to be declared a disaster area,"
said Calvin Lockridge, a
member of the school board
from Anacostia, the poorest section of the city. "It's destroying
the fiber of the community.
We've got areas where there are
200, 300 addicts standing on the
streets."
District Police Chief Maurice
Turner recently told Congress
that $190 million in heroin, which
he called a conservative
estimate, changes hands in the
district each year and that 16,000
arrests for drug violations over
the last two years have "not had
an impact on the problem."
Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y.,
who chairs the House Select
Committee on Narcotics, said at
a recent hearing, "What I don't
understand is how ... in this
small city, by New York's stamt
dards, that we have given communities over to the drug pusher
and say we are doing a great
job."
Turner and others said part of
the problem results from what is
perceived as relatively light

sentencing for drug-related offenses Dealers believe "D.C. is
lenient and you don't have to do
time," Turner said.
Irwin, of the park police, said
officers from his force recently
arrested a man with 70 bags of
heroin worth some $2,800 and
$14,160 cash. "He got five years
probation, and he's a major
heroin distributor," he said.
"In Virginia and Maryland,
dope peddlers know they're going to get heavy time," said Carl
Jackson, special agent in charge
of the Drug Enforcement Administration's Washington field
office. "Sentencing in D.C. is not
that even. It sends a message
that this might be the place to
come and try things because you
might not be treated as
harshly."
The U.S. attorney for the
district, Joseph E. diGenova,
told a congressional hearing
recently that although his office
has been disappointed in some
cases, drug sentences handed
down by federal judges in
Washington are "a lot longer
than they have ever been."
The District of Columbia had
just seven overdose deaths in
1978. A total of 140 deaths were
attributed to heroin last year;
there were 71 heroin-related
deaths by May 21 this year.
There also were 69 deaths attributed to the hallucinogen PCP
in 1984.
By contrast, in larger urban
areas like Los Angeles County,
with a population of 7.7 million,
224 overdose deaths involving
heroin were reported in 1984.
The latest figures from New
York City, with 7 million people,
showed 598 "drug dependent"
deaths in 1983.
Washington's population is only 638,000.
"Every city on the East Coast
is a major hub for drugs,
Washington is no different,"
says diGenova. "It just so happens that heroin is the drug of
choice here."

Shingle-handed
Jim Wimberly took advantage of some recent sunny weather to
replace a few shingles on his rooftop on highway 94 east of Mur-

•%
r

ray. Although Wimberly had some good weather to work under,a
70 percent chance of thundershowers is predicted for tonight.

TVA: cheaper waste handling method
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Preliminary results of a study
by the Tennessee Valley
Authority indicate safer alternatives may exist to the Energy
Department's proposed nuclear
waste storage • site for Tennessee, officials say.
Bryant Brooks, a member of a
TVA special projects team conducting the study, said he hopes
the Energy Department will
check the final results before
proceeding with recommendations to Congress to build the
temporary facility in Tennessee.
"They've been proceeding on
this path for several years, and

it's sort of like a snowball rolling
downhill," Brook said. "When
you're at the bottom trying to
change the direction of the
snowball, it's tough. It's hard to
get them to change directions."
Brooks said the $400,000 TVA
study, in conjunction with the
Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
and five other research projects
that DOE contracted for last
September may come up with
cheaper and safer methds of
handling waste.
"What we're saying is that,
from the analysis we've done of
the different storage concepts, it
appears there are ways that

may be better than what DOE
currently proposes," he said.
"We're looking at a problem
and we think we see some solutions. We think we really need to
Investigate them before the
country commits too many
resources to one waste management system."
The Energy Department has
proposed to build a facllty at the
abandoned site of the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor in Oak
Ridge to temporarily package
and store waste until it is shipped for disposal in a western
state.
Although Brooks said a report

on the TVA study won't be completed before August,
prelimininary results show that
Dne possible alternative would
be to use a packaging cask to
store, transport and dispose
spent fuel rods.
Such a cask could be used at
reactor sites, eliminating the
need for a temporary storage
site.
"What it would be doing is
eliminating two or three handling steps," Brooks said. "It
makes it look like you could save
billions of dollars for the whole
country over the current
technology."

A 10 cent comic worth $12,000?

,
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QUINCY, Mass.(AP) — Holy
Cow, Batman! A 10 cent comic
book worth up to $12,000!
"It's one ofShe 10 most important comic books ever printed,"
comics dealer George Suarez,
who expects to get $8,000 to
$12,000 for a mint condition copy
of Detective Comics No, 27.
It sold for 10 cents in May 1939
and featured the first appearance of Batman on the
cover. Suarez, co-owner of the
New England Comics store,
estimates that only 20 to 50
copies are still in existence.
He said 10 years ago he bought
another copy for $250 and sold it
for $500.

Murrayan satisfactory
following accident

What a view Dr. Joyce Hughes, a pediatrician on the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Medical
Staff, gets of Heather Lennox's throat during a special tour of her office. Heather is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Lennox, Route 7, Murray. In the background watching is (left to right) Bryan Hughes,
Dr. Hughes' son and Alyson Schmidt, daughter of Mrs. Douglas Schmidt, Hazel. All the children from
Southwest Calloway Kindergarten enjoyed the tour of Dr. Hughes' Office and the hospital made possible by their teacher, Mrs. Betty Gore, and her aide, Mrs. Joyce Carpenter.
t*

A Murray woman is listed in
satisfactory condition at Murray
Calloway County Hospital
following a traffic accident at
3:45 Monday afternoon.
Melba Washer, 1629 Olive St.,
was crossing U.S. 641 at Poor
Farm Road north of Murray
when her vehicle was struck by
a car driven by Robbie Parker,
62, Hardin.
State police reports say
Parker had apparently run a red
light, hitting the Washer vehicle.
Parker and passengers
Eulene Burkeen, 42, and
Michael Stroud, 3, both of Hardin Route 1, were all treated and
released from MCCH.
State trooper Charles Stephenson investigated the accident.

Lincoln's oak...
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X-rays don't hurt explains or. Wilson during a tour of the hospital for the Southwest Calloway
Kindergarten while showing some x-rays of the human body. Watching with interest are (left to
right)
Chris Thorn, son of Mt. and Mrs. Wayne Thorn, Hazel: Renee Clendenen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rick Clendenen, Hazel; and Jason Goodyke,so? of Mrs. Sharon Goodyke, 1109 Larkspur, Murray. Accompanying the group was their teacher, Mrs. Betty Gore and her aide. Mrs. Joyce Carpenter,

Suarez, 31, said he bought the
comic for $5,000 from a Whitman
man who asked that his identity
not be revealed.
"He came into the store one
day recently," said Suarez. "He
had learned about the potential
value of old comic books ... and

he had a pile of books in the attic
that he had bought as a kid.
"He had 75 books ... and I
found this key book," Suarez
said.
The top price ever paid for a
book was $38,000, the dealer
said.

Kelly Bolls represents Murray
homemakers at July meeting
Kelly Bolls will represent the
City of Murray, Region I of
Future Homemakers of
America and will help represent
the state of Kentucky at the national meeting of the FHA to be
held in Salt Lake City, Utah.
The national meeting will be
held July 8 to 11.
Bolls who has just completed
her sophomore year at Murray
High School was elected as
president of Region I of the FHA
at the state meeting held in April
in Louisville.
The Murray girl, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bolls, will
attend Leadership Camp at Hardinsburg June 10-12.
Other activities of Bolls include being president of Murray
High FHA Chapter; member of
Jazz, Concert and Marching
Bands, Speech Club and Team,
Latin Club and Biology Team;
and Student Council
Representative.
Also attending the state FHA
meeting from Murray High
School were Lisa Howard,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Howard, Amy Roos, daughter of

Revenue...

(Cont'd from page I)

(Coat'd from page I)

debate over the fate of the tree.
Howell believes park officials
did not explore any alternatives
for the oak.
"They just thought it should
come down," he said.
But Nichols said park officials
are responsible for maintaining
safety and preserving history.
There's no question the tree is
dead and that it's future is
limited, Nichols said.
Nichols said he may have misjudged the emotional tie that
many residents have to the
history it represents.
The public hearing at 7:30
p.m. June 18 in the visitors'
center is designed to solicit suggestions for cost-effective ways
to preserve the tree's remains

budget, with only a few changes
in the names of several of the
-categories changed by the state.
Those categories which will
receive the same funding as last
year include public safety,
recreation and culture, industrial and economic development and financial administration. Seven of the budget's
categories are covered under
federal revenue sharing, while
general and road fund taxes will
fund nine of the categories in the
amount of a proposed $1,522,909
in the 1985-86 fiscal year, which
will begin July 1.
Included in the budget is $7,000
for the local airport, to come
from revenue sharing funds and
$25,000 for the boy scout

Dr. and Mrs. David Roos, Marla
Ford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Ford, and Debbie
Rutledge, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Rutledge. They
were accompanied by their advisor, Sally Crass.

Kelly Bolls
museum, to come from local
funds.
In 1984-85, revenue sharing
funding took care of Otiblic
transportation in the amount of
$149,300, while $621,009 in local
funding was used. Proposed
figures for the upcoming fiscal
year show a drop in revenue
sharing funding — $142,836,
while an increase in local funding is being proposed —
$638,492, to support public
transportation.
"I think we'll get about the
same amount (of revenue sharing funds) as last year," said
JudgeExeciaive George Weaks
in an interview early today.
Weaks also stated that he
believed the proposed use of
revenue sharing funds to be a
fairly conservative estimate.
"It's a budget we can live
with...and we don't anticipate
raising taxes," added Weaks.
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PERSPECTIVE
Cause for anger
Secretary of State George open letter to the Sandinistas
Shultz is patient and re- suggesting that Congress
strained by nature and hardly would cut off aid to the congiven to intemperate out- tras in exchange for some sign
bursts. But Mr. Shultz recently of liberalization in Nicaragua.
was visibly angry. And with
No one begrudges members
cause.
of Congress the right to have
In a speech before the strong views on foreign policy
American Bar Association, issues and, indeed, the right to
Secretary Shultz blistered influence that policy. But the
congressional Democrats for U.S. Constitution vests authorgoing to Nicaragua as "self- ity for the actual conduct of
appointed emissaries to the foreign policy, and most especommunist regime." He had in cially for dealing directly with
mind the recent visit to Mana- foreign governments, with the
gua of Sens. John Kerry and president and with those he
Tom Harkin, two critics of designates. Sens. Kerry and
U.S. foreign policy in Central Harkin went to Mannua on
America.
their own to treat with- a forThe two met with Nicaragu- eign head of state, and a hosan President Daniel Ortega tile one at that. And similarly,
and, by their own admission, Jim Wright and the other
coaxed conciliatory state- signers of the disgraceful
ments from him on the eve of • "Dear Comandante" letter
the congressional vote on re- were acting strictly on their
suming U.S. aid to Nicara- own.
gua's anti-Sandinista guerrillas.
Secretary Shultz's point was
Secretary Shultz also re- that congressional free-lancferred to an equally egregious ing undercuts the administraexample of congressional tion's ability to conduct a
meddling last year, the now- proper foreign policy. And
celebrated "Dear Coman- when that free-lancing offers
dante" letter. As the House political succor to a Soviet
prepared to debate a suspen- ally and proxy in the Western
sion of U.S. aid to the so-called Hemisphere, something is
contras, House Majority Lead- badly wrong in Washington.
er Jim Wright and nine other We're glad Secretary Shultz
House Democrats wrote an said so loudly and clearly.

The real thing?
The new Coca-Cola has been "real thing" may appear in
chilled, swirled, sniffed and the classifieds.
sipped like the finest imported
claret. Experts have deFor years to come, steadscribed it as "smoother," fast Coca-Cola drinkers will
"sweeter" and "fruity."
rail against the "taste of a
Some enjoy the new taste. new generation." The Pepsi
Others may go hunting for drinkers will gloat that their
cases of the original Coke to drink made the Great One
hoard them — for special oc- change.
casions. Offers to buy the
And the debate will fizz on.

Ten years ago
About 42,000 pounds of air
pollution control equipment
were lifted by helicopter from
parking lot to its place of installaton on the roof of the Murray Division of the Tappan Co.,
within about 1 141 hours
yesterday.
The annual conference of
United Methodist Church
entered its final day today with
several delegate appointments
and reports from across the
district being made. About 600
delegates represented 113,000
Methodists are here for the conference at Murray State University. The Rev. Joe Steven Cavitt
of Murray was one of 14
ministers ordained.
Births reported include a boy
to John and Kathy Larson, May
2.
Twenty years ago
Construction bids were opened
June 2 for Calloay County Area
of two water retarding structures in West Fork of Clarks
River Watershed Conservancy
District.
The City of Murray will experiment with a summer
playground program at City
Park and Douglas Elementary

School during the summer months, according to Park recreation Director Dennis Taylor.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. David
LeTourmeur and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Madrick.
James M. Yates is minister of
Green Plain Church of Christ.
Thirty years ago
Hiram Tucker, Ray
Brownfield and Holmes Ellis
have retired home after attending the Rotary International
Convention at Chicago, Ill.
Larry Rhodes, Robert Young,
Ronald McCage, Tommy McCuiston and Jimmy Thompson,
along with Emil Bless, assistant
county agents, will represent
Calloway County at 4-H Club
Week in Lexington, June 7 to 11.
Betty Jo Crawford and
Henrietta Warren of Murray
High School will attend the third
annual Dixie National Baton
Twirling Institute at the University of Mississippi, Oxford, June
5 to 10.
Mr. Ad Mrs. Oat Wilson have
returned to Calloway County to
reside after living in Detroit,
Mich.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Hospital visitors mean `old home week"
for these reminiscing Graves Countians
It has been like "old home
week" of late for me around the
room of Dr. Harvey Elder at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Harvey, a professor of
mathematics at Murray State,
has been in the hospital for more
than two weeks following some
surgery. With the exception of
one semester, he has been at
Murray State as a student,
faculty member or on leave
since 1085.
Harvey comes from the
Pryorsburg section of Graves
County, a few miles south of
Mayfield. Since he has been
hospitalized, a steady stream of
relatives and friends from over
that way have come to the
hospital to help look after him
and to keep him company during
the days. Some of them I've
known for years, but have
seldom seen.
• • •
One was James Beauregard
Pryor, father of James Bennett
(Cueball) Pryor, who for many
years now has been one of the
top amateur golfers in this part
of the country.
James and Harvey are first
cousins, their mothers having
been sisters. Along with Ryan
Isbell, who was a neighbor of my
parents, James started the
Mayfield Printing Company in a
little hole-in-the-wall place just
off the square in Mayfield. Today, it is a major Mayfield industry, doing specialized printing in a huge, sprawling plant
for clients all over the world.
James also is a brother to one
of my closest high school buddies, the late Henry ,Macon
(Bunny) Pryor. Bunny and I
worked many a day for 21 cents
an hour at the old Piggly Wiggly
grocery on the west side of the
square in Mayfield, after school
and on weekends.
On Saturday, we would go in
at 7 a.m.and work until 9 p.m. —

widow, the former Millie
Gallimore, I'm told, lives today
in Benton.
• • •
Another of Harvey's Graves
County visitors was 62-year-old
Thomas Travis. I didn't know
Tom until we met at the
hospital, but he and I have a lot
of mutual acquaintances and
have had similar experiences.
He,too, had worked at the Piggly Wiggly under its wiry,
peepy, little manager, the late
Ernest Enoch, although he came
along after Bunny and I had
moved on.
Tom also, I learned, is a
nephew of the late Lander
Travis, who for many years was
the administrator at the old
Mayfield Hospital. When I was a
young news reporter with The
Mayfield Messenger in the very
early 1940s, my "beat" carried
me every morning to the
hospital to get the admissions,
the dismissals and the names,
sta.ts and names of the parents
of the new babies.
Lander always was the one
who would have to take time
from what he was doing to go
through the big book on the desk
and get this information for me.
There were times, I know, when
this aggravated him, but he
always took the time to do it.
• • •
Tom once considered a store
management career with the
Kroger Grocery 8z Baking Company, as it was known at that
time and which owned the Piggly Wiggly stores, but decided to
go with the Wonder Bread people. He was with Wonder for 27
years before retiring.
As we were laughing about our
21-cents-and-hour wages at Piggly Wiggly, he recalled how he
and his brother, Ray Pryor
Travis, had dug a good-sized
basement room beneath what
then was the Evans Drug Store
on the northwest corner of the

square in Mayfield. They were
paid 10 cents an hour.
Throwing the dirt outside onto
the sidewalk, they had to lie on
their sides and dig until they got
deep enough to stand up and do
It. They were working for Pete
Barley, a building contractor
and a neighbor of ours on West
Broadway.
• • •
One of Tom's cousins is
Harold Travis, whom I've also
known for many years but
haven't seen in four or more
decades. Harold and I caddied
at the Mayfield Country Club
when his family lived upstairs in
the old clubhouse. It burned
some years ago.
I well remember Harold's
mother, Miss Maggie, and her
cheese and cracker sandwiches
which she sold across her lunch
counter in the clubhouse. They
cost a nickel, and it was she who
Introduced me to mustard on
cheese and crackers. I seldom
eat 'em today without mustard.
Harold lived for many years in
Chicago, but has retired and
lives between Farmington and
Mayfield. His daughter, Connie,
worked with Euple Ward at the
Need Line Office here in Murray
when it was in the Miller
Building that burned on South
5th Street a couple years ago.
Today, she is working at the
Community Hospital in
Mayfield.
Harold, somewhat hampered
by a heart condition, spends
much of his tin* now fishing and
playing golf.
• •
I'm going to miss Harvey
when Dr. Hal and the 3rd Floor
nurses at the hospital are finished with him and he has been
dismissed. It has been fun to
stick my head in the door of his
room and see who's there from
Graves County. And, it has been
great fun reminiscing with
them.

FRANKFORT — There are so
many sideshows going on in
state government that are confusing observers so much that
they don't know what may be
labeled the main event or if
there really will be one.
At any rate attention was
briefly drawn away from the
governor's indecision about her
much touted education program
by her firing of Transportation
Secretary Floyd Poore, but that
hiatus was so short that other
acts got on the road before the
dust settled.
A stranger might wonder if
the firing weren't an act of
jealousy over drawing attention
away from the governor
because Poore did have a constructive program going that is
drawing attention and topped it
off by offering a future plan to
keep the state's highways from
falling in ruin.
His biggest mistake seems to
be that he was trying to give the
governor some credit for shar-

thoughts
in season
by Ken Wolf
"It's odd," commented Monsignor Quixote, the main
character in Graham Greene's
novel by the same name, "how
sharing a sense of doubt can
bring men together even more
than sharing a faith."
In Green's novel (Pocket
Books, 1982), the good Monsignor
is sharing a journey and an extended conversation with his
friend, the communist mayor
Sancho.
While the two vacationers from
the small village of El Toboso
disagree about many things, they
each share a willingness to doubt
their respective faiths — Christianity and Atheism. That fact
helps them get along with each
other.
For,
as
Quixote
comments:
The believer will fight
another believer Over a
shade of differences; the
doubter fights only with
himself.

10 hours — with an hour off for
lunch and another for supper.
Although our pay stopped at 9
p.m., when the store closed, it
always was midnight or 1 a.m.
the next day before we got off.
The place had to be swept out,
the shelves restocked, the
vegetable bins emptied and
washed out and the front windows washed and dressed with
some sort of display for the
weekend.
Many has been the time that
Bunny and I would go over to the
little cafe across from the old
Mayfield Hospital in the wee
hours of the morning and wearily "blow in" 15 or 20 cents of the
$2.20 we had earned on a chilidog and a Coke.
• • •
Bunny was a great whistler.
He could whistle just like Elmo
Tanner, who whistled with the
Ted Weems band back there in
the big band era.
The big bands often played
one-night dance dates in
Mayfield — en route from the
Netherland Plaze Hotel in Cincinnati to the Peabody in Memphis — and Bunny always was
called up to the microphone by
popular demand to whistle a
tune or two with them. In his
time, he whistled with some of
the biggest bands of the time —
Kay Kyser, Clyde McCoy, Jan
Garber, Ina Ray Hutton, Jimmy
Lunsford and others.
Mrs. Thelma Dublin, a sister
of James' and Bunny's, also
came by to spend some time
with Harvey. A widow, she lives
in Pryorsburg, and she brought
me up to date on Bunny.
I knew he had passed away,
but not when or why. He died in
August, 1968, just two weeks
after wa-moved to Murray. He
had been ill for a long time with
a nerve and muscular disorder
which finally claimed his life.
His last job was a responsible
one as a bank examiner. His

by s.c. van curon
for the governor's program as
long as Poore was in office.
The governor failed to explain
why she fired Poore even though
she had called a press conference for that announced
purpose.
The last side show of the week
was that Agriculture Commissioner David Boswell said the
Kentucky farmer is being
forgotten by this administration.
You can't blame Blandford
and all the legislators to preferring to handle taxes this summer
In a special session instead of
waiting for the regular January
session. For one reason: the subject could be concentrated upon.
However, chiefly, the legislators
don't want to face the electors in
a May primary after passing
taxes in a session that will end in
April. Maybe some nite petty
things will be done for the
general public in the regular
session and the public will have
more time to forget taxes passed
in a special session.

July or August which it seems is
an open challenge to the governor to fish or cut bait.
Blandford openly tells
newsmen that the gasoline tax is
a prime target for being increased five cents per gallon and is
much needed to maintain our
road system.
Gov. Collins is so undecided
that she goes no further than
saying that the increase in
gasoline taxes in one item under
consideration. A $200 million to
$200-million-plus figure is bandied about as what is needed for
her education program, but no
definite figure can be set yet.
Surplus, growth and business
taxes are talked about, but not
pinpointed.
At the Senate end of state
government, President Pro Tem
Joe Prather pulled a first last
week in recent memory by calling a press conference to say he
isn't running for governor, but
took the opportunity to deny
Secretary Poore's accusations
that Prather said he wouldn't be

ing his plan with her for future
financing of maintenance and
catching up for past neglect.
What she is telling the public,
whether she knows it or not, is
that she isn't ready to make any
hard decisions after a year and a
half in office despite all those
platitudinal promises she made
during her campaign that she
was fully experienced in state
government and she was
familiar with everything and
had a plan in the works for the
ills.
She is still waiting on studies
that she called for and still hedging. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
says House Speaker Donald
Blandford favors a special session of the legislature this summer to deal with education and
tax matters in preference to
waiting until the 1986 regular
session in January.
Blandford got his show on the
road last week as a second act to
the Poore event by doing
everything but calling for a
special session this summer in
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Lois Ruiz selected by chapter

Wedding planned Saturday

Members of Precep- and is now a charter Brown and Mary
tor Omicron Chapter of member of Preceptor Graves
Beta Sigma Phi have Omicron.
chosen their sorority
Anniversary
Other honors received
Celebration
sister, Lois Ruiz, to by Mrs. Ruiz are Order
represent their chapter of the Rose in 1981 and
Members of Precepand Murray in the Ms. now is a lifetime tor Omicron Chapter of
Kentucky Beta Sigma member of Beta Sigma Beta Sigma Phi met
Phi International. She is May 16 to celebrate the
Phi Contest.
The contest will be social chairman for third anniversary of
held Saturday, June 8, Preceptor Omicron for their Preceptor Chapter
at the Capitol Plaza 1985-86.
at the Brass Lantern,
Hotel in Frankfort durMs. Kentucky Beta Aurora.
ing the Beta Sigma Phi Sigma Phi will be
After dinner Brenda
crowned at the Saturday Estes, president-elect
State Convention.
Mrs. Ruiz has been a night dinner of the con- for 1985-86, presided.
member of the sorority vention. Contestants She named committee
for 29 years. A pledge of will be judged on the chairmen for the new
Eta Beta Chapter in amount of work they sorority years. Reports
Lakewood, Ohio, she have done during their were given by officers.
served as Valentine years of sorority, a
The award for the best
Queen for her chapter 500-word theme written program given this year
there. She also is a entitled "What Beta went to Glenda Wilson
charter member of Xi Sigma Phi Means To for her presentation of
Alpha Chapter of Plant Me," personality and "Hobbies and
Collections."
City, Fla.
neatness.
Present were Ila
The Murray woman
Other members planhas held offices of presi- ning to attend the con- Brown, Lois Ruiz, Joyce
dent, vice president, vention, June 7 to 9, are Thomas, Brenda Estes,
treasurer, correspon- Barbara Chilcutt, Bar- Rowena Emerson and
ding secretary and ex- bara Williams, ha Mary Graves.
tension officer. She has
BARTLESVILLE. Okla. ( AP) — A gene
chaired every commitlibrary is a random collection of DNA fragments
tee. She was a member
that includes all the genetic information of a
at large for 10 years.
In 1975 Mrs. Ruiz given species, according to "The Language of
transferred to Murray
Biotechnology," a glossary published by ProXi Alpha Delta Chapter
vesta Corp.
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Chapter holds dinner
Fifteen members of
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met
recently at The Brass
Lantern, Aurora, for
their annual Founder's
Day Banquet.
Debbie Villaflor,
president, presided.
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Debbie Villafor named
as Chapter Girl of Year

We are pleased
to announce that
Donna Borgarding,
bride elect of David
Lovett,
has
selected her china,
pottery, crystal
and flatware. Donna and David will
be married July 5.

The Showcase
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We are pleased
to announce that
Laura Meiugin,
bride-elect
of
Robert Herndon
has selected her
china crystal and
flatware. Laura
and Robert will be
married July 6.

Awards were
presented to officers
and committee
chairmen for their work
during the year.
The Girl of the Year
award was presented to
Debbie Villaflor by last
year's recipient, Laurie
Rollins.
Chapter highlights
were presented by Mary
Ann Barrow. Debbie
Pardue gave the
Founder's Day Pledge.
Pam Collins read the
message from
International.
The banquet closed
with members
repeating the closing
ritual and Mizpah.
Others attending were
Beth Adams, Patsy Carrico, Krista Crass,
Brenda Jones, Joann
Mathis, Debbie Miller,
Joyce Nunnally, Kathy
Wrye, Renee Kennedy
and Jan Barnett.

Nancy Chester and James Bogard
Ms. Nancy Ann Chester and James Bogard will be married on Saturday,
June 8.
The vows will be solemnized at 1:30 p.m. in a ceremony at the Murray
Woman's Club House, Vine and South Seventh Streets.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Lesson given for local club
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DRIVE
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$5
55
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Open Every Nit*
Missing In Action
Port's I & ii•Storts 8:30

Every Tuesday Is
$5.00 A Carload

$5
$5

French colonists arrived in Louisiana in
1718.
Delpha Taylor
presented a lesson on
"Skin Care For All
Ages" at the May
meeting of the South
Pleasant Grove

ANL
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$6
Strapless $7

4 Groups

Playtex Bras on sale

1/
3

Halter Bras

Missy Spts.

Introdudng Ash Nuggets...
Boneless White Ash Nuggets,
hand breaded day in our
own kitchens._ Cooked
golden brown and served
with tarter sauce.

•......5;""
v

oft'

Off

$7-$11

N

1 Rack

Homemakers Club held
at the Golden Corral
Restaurant.
The devotion from
Genesis 1:26-31 was
given by Clovis Brown.
Donna Jackson showed dolls and a teddy
bear that she had made.
The club voted to give
some money to a local
charitable organization.
Other members present were Freda Humphreys, Estelle Gooch,
Clovis Jones, Hilda
Miller, Imogene
Paschall, Beauton Hart
and Iuta Hutson.
The club will meet
Wednesday, June 12, at
Western Sizzlin for
lunch at noon and
meeting at 1 p.m.
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S2.00

STALLONE

Tank Tops
No% Cotton

Jr. Spts.

FIRST BLOOD PANT II
R

S546-$7

IA Off
a
...
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. tillP"

1:111, 3:51, 7:414,11:u

33

8 Nuggets for $1.39
12 Nuggets for $ 1.99
24 Nuggets for $3.99

$14
Sizes 8-18

NUGGET DINNER

All

Swimsuits
ft

CINE 1&2
1:1111, 5:110, 7:111/
1
2 11:1111

Missy pull-on

Pants

(

L)
8 an
Art I
tion
Jun(

2 pc.-1 pc.
Jr."Missy

$2.59

Includes 8 nuggets of golden brown fish,
creamy cole slaw, natural cut french fries,
2 southern style hush puppies and our
ver.. own tarter sauce.

DELICIOUS

SEAFOOD SALAD SUPREME
Off

2.89 •

A large cool servIng or shrimp crabmeat clams ond who,fish $
wtttl special dressing and iterted wr11) tomato and boded egg
*ridges crockers ond your choice or three dressings cre on
crtopped lettuce
bed or crisp

Captain D's.
* ag
Murre

little seafood place
111 N. 12th

753-9383
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Youth art classes planned
Lyn Warren will conduct art classes for youth,
8 and up, on Mondays and Fridays at the Murray
Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray. Registration will be from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Wednesday,
June 5, at the Guild.

Girl Scout camps planned
Openings for girls 7 to 17 are still available at
one of two Girl Scout Camps in Western Kentucky in 4-10 day sessions from June 16 to July 27.
Campers do not have to be Girl Scouts. Bear
,ereek Aquatic Camp is on Kentucky lake and is
for Junior and Senior High School girls. Camp

Combs at Chanute Base
Air National Guard Airman Steven B. Combs,
son of retired Air Force Master Sgt. Harold K.
Combs, 117 Pennington St., Berea, and Joyce L.
Nelson, Murray, has been assigned to Chanute

Pier 1 imports

OF"

We are pleased
to announce that
Penny Overbey,
bride-elect of Tony
Wallace, has made
her selection from
our bridal r:.•.gistry
for decorative accessories. Penny
and Tony will be
married June 15

40,,No•-•

•

RECEIVE AWARDS — Two members of Murray High School Chapter of Future Homemakers
of America participated in State STAR Events
during the State FHA/HERO meeting held
recently in Louisville. Lisa Howard, top photo,
receives her certificate as Region I winner of the
Creed Speaking Contest. Amy Roos, bottom
photo, receives her certificate as Region I winner of FHA/Hero Facts Event. Also attending
were Kelly Bolls, chapter president and new
region president, Marla Ford and Debbie'
Rutledge, members, and Sally Crass, advisor.

4

Recently dismissed from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah, was L.D. Foster of Murray.

Thursday, June 6
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————

not be dissolved, but Italy has since legalized
divorce. It has also
allowed abortions,
which are vigorously opposed by the church.
The documents were
signed by Vatican
Secretary of State Cardinal Agostino Casaroli
and Socialist Premier
Bettino Craxi. The
premier was then
received by Pope John
Paul II for a half-hour
meeting in the pope's
library.
The treaty does not
change the Vatican's
status as an independent state run by the
pope. The Vatican retains some privileges.

PORTLAND, Maine
(AP) — Actress Bette
Davis, subject of a
scathing attack in her
daughter's book, "My
Mother's Keeper," has
broken a 15-year silence
with ex-husband Gary
Merrill to thank him for
defending her, he says.
Merrill, who has called the book "99 percent
crap," told the Portland
Press Herald that Ms.
Davis, 78, sent him a
thank-you note.
.

,a-aai......,:tatat,—•••—•--

York Times best seller
list for non-fiction.

Annual Intercity
4-Man Scramble
For Members of M.C.C., Oaks C.C.
& Miller Memorial
June 8 & 9 at Murray Country Club
Shotgun Start On All 18 Holes Both Days at 1 P.M.

'20

Only
Per Person
All groups will be auctioned on a Calcutta style bid.
Friday, June 7 at 6:30 at M.C.C. Clubhouse.

"It was just a little
note saying that she was
very hurt by the book
and thanking me for
defending her," Merrill,
69, said in a recent
interview.
The book, by Barbara
"B.D." Hyman, portrays Ms. Davis as an
abusive alcoholic. Since
its release in May,"My
Mother's Keeper" has
risen to No.4 on the New

Dinner Saturday
Sign-up at your pro-shop or call 753-9430

Gospel Meeting
Willie Bradshaw

4

Well Known
and
Outstanding Gospel Evangelist

5 miles east of Murray on Highway 280
son of
M otldKeel
3 yearat
James & Paula Keel

June 7th, 8th, & 9th
Nightly 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class-10:00 A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship-11:00 A.M.

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

• 753-7972

Center

Bette Davis thanks Merrill

Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ

We are pleased
to announce that
Donna Bogarding,
bride•elect
of
David Lovett, has
selected her bath
linens and accessories from our
complete bridal
registry. Donna
and David will be
arried July 5th.

Dixieland
Shopping

'

Patient is dismissed

Vatican, Italy revise pact
concerning city of Rome
VATICAN CITY (AP)
— The Vatican apci Italy
Monday signed ft treaty
that eliminates Roman
Catholicism as Italy's
state religion and
declares Rome is no
longer a sacred city.
The agreement,
known as a concordat,
revised a pact that was
signed in 1929 by Pope
Pius XI and Benito
Mussolini, the late
Fascist dictator.
The old concordat
gave the Roman
Catholic Church many
privileges and alligned
Italian law with church
teachings. The old
agreement declared
that marriages could

The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Thursday, June 6, at
9:30 a.m. at the club. The pairings are as
follows: Court One — Sharon Wells, Emmy Edwards, Joni Billington and Sheila Farmer; Court
Two — Georgianna Moffitt, Nancy Whitmer,
Rainey Apperson and Andrea Hogancamp;
Court Three — Peggy Billington, Jana Hughes,
Sharon Brown and Donna Keller.

ARTC RAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
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Thursday, June 6
————
Graduation exercises
for Calloway County
High School will be at
7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
————
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.

Charles D. Beaman is one of 13 students at
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind., who
has been discharged by the United States Army
Reserve Officers' Training Corps. They were
discharged to accept commissions as second
lieutenants, according to Capt. David G. Gruenbaum. Beaman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Beaman of Murray, is an honor graduate of Murray High School.

PFC Lowell W. Dunn, son of Chester L. and
Linda S. Dunn, Rt. 1, Almo, has participated in
Exercise Ballkatan '85 in the Republic of the
Philippines. The exercise was designed to
develop uniformity of doctrine and standardize
procedures for rapid response to crisis in that
country in accordance with the terms of the
Philippines-United States Mutural Defense Treaty of 1951. While in that country, U.S. forces
and
Philippine Armed Forces participated in
rigorous jungle and mountain training, airmobile training operations and other field training exercises. Dunn is an infantryman with the
25th Infantry Division, located at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. He is a 1984 graduate of Calloway
County High School.

Tennis play Thursday
CLUB MEETING — The World Friendship Club of Murray recently met
for a morning coffee at the home of Mrs. Rocky Shapla, club president. Present were,from left, Edith Noffsinger, USA; Tina Olson, Germany; Edtsam
Selim and daughter, Nancy, Egypt; Mimi Garrastazu, Cuba; Editha
Ramsey, Philippines; Monica Walston, Germany; Sunita Mangle, India;
Debbie Shapla, USA; Neelam Tandon, India; Mershid Toosi, Iran; Helen
Karvounis, Greece. Not pictured is Grade Erwin, USA.

Beaman commissioned

PFC Dunn in Philippines

Roy C. Edwards of Louisville was the weekend
guest of his cousin, Mrs. James H. Belcher of
Almo. While he also attended the annual
homecoming at Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church.

Community events listed

If

Air Force Base, Ill. He recently completed basic
training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas,
where he studied the Air Foce mission, organization arid customs and received special training in
human relations. In addition airmen who complete basic training earn credits toward an
associate degree through the Community College of the Air Force. He now will receive
specialized instruction in the avionics systems
field. He is # 1983 graduate of Crittendon County
High School, Marion.

Roy Edwards visits here

Tuesday,June 4
Wednesday,June 5
Martin's Chapel
————
United Methodist
Seventeenth Annual
Church Women will Ladies' George Hart Inmeet at 7 p.m. at home vitational Golf Tournaof Virginia Gibbs.
ment with Diane
————
Villanova and Pam
Murray TOPS (take Mavity as chairman will
off pounds sensibly) be at Murray Country
Club will meet at 7 p.m. Club.
at Health Center.
————
————
Rabies Clinics will be
Murray Assembly No.
as follows: Penny, 9
19 Order of the Rainbow
a.m.; Stella, 10 a.m.;
for Girls will meet at 7 Kirksey,
11 a.m.; Almo,
p.m. at lodge hall.
1 p.m.; Dexter, 2 p.m.;
—
—
—
—
Valley Drive In, 3 p.m.;
Murray Moose Lodge
East Y Grocery, 4 p.m.;
business
will have a
Health Department, 7
meeting at 8 p.m. with
p.m.
officers to meet at 7
————
p.m.
Registration for art
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. classes for youth, 8 and
in American Legion up, on Mondays and
Building, South Sixth Fridays by Lyn Warren
and Maple Streets.
at Murray Art Guild will
————
be from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Baptist Women of at the guild.
————
Westside Baptist
Church-wide SpaghetChurch will meet at 7
ti Supper by Youth will
p.m. at church.
be at 6 p.m. at Memorial
— ———
Murray Optimist Club Baptist Church.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
————
Homeplace Family
Health Express of
Restaurant.
Murray-Calloway Coun————
ty Hospital will be at
Parents Anonymous Olympic Plaza from 10
will meet from 6 to 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
p.m. For information
————
call 762-2504.
Diet and diabetes
————
weekly meeting will be
at 2 p.m. in third floor
Wednesday,June 5
Hazel and Douglas classroom, Murray.
Centers will be open Calloway County
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Hospital.
————
for activities by senior
Thursday,June 6
citizens.
Rabies Clinics will be
————
Mission groups of as follows: Hazel at 9
Cherry Corner Baptist a.m.; New Providence
Church are scheduled to at 10 a.m.; Hamlin at 11
a.m.; New Concord at 1
meet at 7 p.m.
p.m.; Bonner's Grocery
————
Flint Baptist Church at 2 p.m.; Donelson's
Mission Groups are Grocery at 3 p.m.;
scheduled to meet at 7 Burkeen's Grocery at 4
p.m.; Health Departp.m.
ment at 7 p.m.
——— —
————
Events at Calloway
Murray Women of the
Public Library will include Parents and Twos Moose will meet at 8
at 9:30 a.m.; Story p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
AA and Al-Anon will
3:30 p.m.
have closed meetings at
————
Ladies day events at 8 p.m. at First Christian
Oaks Country Club will Church, Benton. For inbe bridge with Gloria formation call 753-0061,
McLaughlin as hostess 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
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Pennyroyal, south of Owensboro, is a mini camp
of four day sessions for Brownie age girls who
have completed first and second grades. Bus
transportation will be available to both camps.
For information or a brochure call or write
Kadie Engstrom, Program/Education Director,
1-584-0382, Kentuckians. Girl Scout Council, 730
West Main St., Box 32335, Louisville, Ky.
40232-2335.

Allergic
reaction for
stings listed
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
(AP) — If you were
stung on the hand by a
hornet, wasp, or honey
bee would you know the
difference between an
allergic and a local
reactioV
If only your hand
swells, you are experiencing a severe
local reaction.
"An allergic reaction
occurs when parts of the
body other than the
sting site react," says
Dr. John Green of the
University of Rochester
Medical Center. "Hives,
tightness in the chest or
throat, headache,- and
nausea are typical of
allergic reactions, and
medical attention
should be sought
immediately."
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Home furniture marketing
program offered by college
HIGH POINT, N.C. number are sending
(AP)-High Point Col- their children here so
lege is attracting they can take over the
students from around family business," said
the world who want to Bennington
learn furniture
Along with standard
marketing management liberal arts classes, they
In the world capital of take courses in furthe furniture business
niture manufacturing,
"High Point has many furniture textiles, furadvantages — in fact, it niture store operations,
probably wouldn't work marketing strategies,
anywhere else," said furniture history and
Dr. Richard Benn- furniture design, "so
ington, chairman of the they'll know the diffour-year ference between a Chipundergraduate program pendale and a Hepat the 1,300-student plewhite," he said.
liberal arts college.
Almost all the
Since the program —
graduates have found
the only one of its kind in
the nation — began in the jobs they want, and
"we have had more jobs
1979, about 10 students a
year have graduated than we were able to
with bachelor of science place people in," he
degrees in home fur- said.
nishings marketing.
Students take field
About a quarter of them trips,
to the many
are sons and daughters showrooms
around High
of people who own fur- Point,
which is also
niture factories or within an
easy drive of
stores — most around factories
producing
High Point and Hickory, fumii,
about half of the wood
but some as far away as
re and one-third
San Francisco and of the
upholstered furOntario.
niture in the country,
"A significant said Bennin
gton. The

program also relies on
guest lecturers from the
industry and on internships at nearby
manufacturing and
retail firms.
He said the program
had come about because
"people in the industry
thought it would be a
good idea," and it is still
guided by an advisory
committee whose
members include industry officials.
Currently, the program is branching out
into non-credit short
courses for people
already in the industry.
For example, one
course held last fall involved using computers
to improve profitabillty
in the f u r ri±1r e
industry.
Tuition, fees and boarding for the regular program amount to about
$6,000 a year.
'It's pretty expensive, but it can save you
a whole lot of time,"
said Bennington. "It's
the only way to
systematically do it, to
become productive
quickly."

Tips given for fix-up
chores at the house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteaturee
Q. — We were told we
would have no trouble
with the plumbing
system in our new house
because the owner had
replaced the cesspool
with a modern septic
tank. It was important
to us because we had so
much trouble with the
cesspool in our previous
house. Now, we find we
are having similar trouble and must have the
septic tank pumped out,
just as we did with the
cesspool. Were we
wrong in thinking this
kind of trouble would
not occur with a septic
tank?
A. — Yes. Pumping
out a septic tank is
sometimes necessary.
Waste material in a septic tank is decomposed
gradually by bacteria,
but solid materials
whichare
nondegradable do not
decompose. When
enough accumulates, it
must be pumped out
professionally. You can
lengthen the period between the pumpings if
everyone in the
household knows which
materials do not belong
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A WELCOMING ATRIUM with a decorat
ive pool leads to the
foyer of this three-bedroom house which has
a sunken living room
with cathedral ceiling and covers 1,540 square
feet. For more information about Plan HA1312C, write —
enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to Homes for Living,
107-40 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, N.Y., 11375.

A tape measure can be handy when choosing new chairs
fort, according to Alvin comfortable; feet
Ortner, vice president of touching the floor, back
Stratford Furniture.
supported and knees
Ortner said that three and arms in a natural
measurements are par- position, added Ortner.
ticularly critical to comAn informal survey in
fort. They are the pitch the Stratford showroom
of the chair back, the at the furniture market
depth of its seat and the in High Point, N.C.,
placement of the arms. showed that some of this
If you are very short, firm's recliners and
you may find some easy chairs were
chairs are so large that several inches apart in
your feet don't even some measurements.
touch the floor; if tall, One very short person,
your knees may be un- for example, found that
comfortably raised in a recliner measuring
the same chair.
163x inches from seat to
When seated, you floor was the most comshould feel perfectly fortable. This is the
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LUMBER COMPAMY,INC.
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Let us figure
your Deck.
It's less than
you think
FREE
Deck Plan
Books.
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complish a 'comfortable room.
ride,' and the main.
In some instances, a
question is 'does it sit chair must be concomfortably'?"
sidered in relation to
Furthermore, she ad- other furniture. When
ded, what represents selecting a dining chair,
comfort to one person for example, always
may not be the same for pull it up to the table
another. "To me,a com- with which it will be usfortable chair or sofa is ed. If that is impossible,
one I can sit on, not in. I said Laura Mann, who is
find it unpleasant to with Drexel Furniture
have the sofa cushions Industries, then find a
all round me."
table that has the same
For John Mascheroni, floorto-surface
a furniture designer measurement.
whose designs are
Perhaps the most exshown by Swaim
Originals Inc. at the traordinary example of
market, "a large how far some people are
enveloping fully - willing to go for a comenclosed chair is the fortable seat is seen in
the Balans chair which
most comfortable."
Mascheroni said the was created by three
ultimate in chair com- Norwegian architects
fort is provided by the on a grant from the
classic leather Eames Norwegian government.
chair. "It is mobile, has
The original and
an ottoman and it authorized version of
swivels."
the Balans chair is
He added that comfort made by three different
alone is rarely the sole Norwegian companies.
consideration. An im- Two supply the residenportant issue to most tial market and one proconsumers is what use duces seats for the comthe chair will be put to. mercial market.
If it's for a living room, However, a number of
some comfort may be unauthorized versions
sacrificed in favor of a are available and being
chair that is in keepitik made in the United
with the rest of the States and Taiwan.

Windows
and Doors
Call
(502) 362-4895

31/2"x5"x8"

Treated Lattice
Panels
4' X 8'

company's smallest
recliner. One of it&
larger models, measuring 22 inches from seat
to floor, was so large
that the individual's feet
didn't even touch the
floor.
In most households, of
course, chairs Will be
shared among individuals of differing
sizes. In that case, the
best advice is take the
smallest and largest
family members shopping so that a good compromise can be worked
out, suggested Ortner.
Elaine Cohen, president of ECCO Furniture, noted that many
consumers get involved
in issues such as
whether a chair has
hand-tied springs or
down cushions. While
these attributes may indicate durability, they
are not necessarily
related to comfort, she
said. "There are all
kinds of ways to ac-

I'

WANTED 5 HOMES
5 homeowners in the
general area will be given the
opportunity to have new
Precast Stone applied to their
home, with optional decorative
work (siding, trim, shutters.
replacement windows, storm
windows and doors) at a very
low cost
This amazing new stone has
captured the interest of home
owners throughout the United
States who are fed up with
constant painting and Other
maintenance costs It provides
insulation summer and winter,
as well as fire protection Our
new product can be used on
every type of home, including
frame, aluminum. vinyl and
steel sided homes. Also con
crate Mock, asbestos, stucco,
etc You have a choice of 11
different earth tones It is now
going to be introduced to the
Calloway County area Your
home can be a show place in
the county, and we will make
it worth your while if we can
use your home for advertising.
100% bank financing available
with no down payment For an
appointment with our professional exterior designer mall
with 5 days name and address
to
Midwest Stone
Contractors. Inc
Box 5083
Evansville, Ind 47715
Name:
Address:
City:
..
State:
Phone: _
Pleas, give directions
Morning. Noon
Or Evening
NO OBLIGATION

The chair which has
no back looks entirely
different from other
chairs. Instead of backing into it, and easing
down onto a seat, one
leans forward, placing
the knees on front rest,
and then distributes the
weight on the back portion. The position is said
to result in less stress on
the back and neck and
the chair is said to be
particularly useful to
those who work for long
periods of time seated at
a desk.
The chair, introduced
in 1978, has been making
steady inroads in the
United States and can
now be found in many
retail furniture stores,
especially those
specializing in contemporary furniture and
carrying other Scandinavian designs.

The 444-mile long Susquehanna River, which
draws strength from
27,570 square miles of
New 'Pork, Penny lv anis, and
Maryland, provides half
the fresh water to
Chesapeake Bay.

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

Vinyl
Gutter
$357

fiNi\TREAS

Aluminum

BUILDING CENTERS

Storm Door

759-4026

$4497

10 Ft.
Whit. or Brown

4 Cubic Foot

Picnic

Wheelbarrow
$2999

Table

Contractor Type
4x4

Treated
Posts
$399
$ Ft.

•-4.26 —

By Barbara Mayer
AP Newsfeatures
The next time you go
shopping for a comfortable chair, take a tape
measure along. There
are differences of an
inch and more in the
depth, seat height and
arm height of different
chairs. These
measurements, in relation to your own, help
determine the comfort
or lack of it in a chair.
A half-inch difference
in a dimension may
seem very little, but it
can make a big difference in seating com-

in a toilet or sink. You
can get a list of these
materials by writing to
the Small Homes Council, University of Illinois
at UrbanaChampaign,
One East Saint Mary's
Road, Champaign, IL
81820 or the University
of Minnesota,
Agricultural Extension
Service, 3 Coffey Hall,
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN
55108.
Q. — I enjoyed your
article about log homes
some time ago and your
recent one about steelframed houses. One
thing I did not see was
the kind of wood that is
superior when building
a log home or having it
built.
A. — Different types
of wood have different
characteristics, so it is
very difficult to select
one as superior for a log
home. The most common species used include cedar, pine, fir,
spruce and cypress.
Each can be used to construct a structurally
sound log house. Most
manufacturers offer the
kind most plentiful in
their areas.
Q. — I recently began
to use shellac for the
first time. I found it excellent, especially when
several diluted coats
are put on. A slight problem developed with the
fine sandpaper I used
between coats to
eliminate irregularities.
The paper gets very
clogged and has to be
discarded quickly. Is
this normal?
A. — You may be using the wrong kind of
sandpaper. Aluminum
oxide and silicon carbide are excellent, but
the important thing is
that you choose an opencoated paper. The closecoated type will tend to
clog quickly. If you
wash the sandpaper
with denatured alcohol,
dry it and then put it
aside for a few days, you
may find it can be used
again.
(The technique of using shellac, varnish, lacquer, stain, bleach,
remover, etc., are
detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained
by sending 50 cents and
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P. 0. Box
477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of
general interest will be
answered in the
column.)

Moulding
Specials!
Casing
. 24'

ikaptql

II

•

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00
Prices Good Thru
Juno 10, 19115

$2997
Steel Frame Only

Screen
Door
Unfinished
Seasoned Pine

Tub Wall
Kit

$2288

$3899
Miami Carey

Congolcsum

Vinyl
Flooring

35' $499

Base
White Plne F.J.

32"x 81"
Wooden

yd.
First Quality

7594026

American
Flag

Circular Saw

$697

$1 195°

With Poi*

Model 5007N11

Makita

TREASWIRT
One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
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'funer
Joel Lemons
al Wednesday

The funeral for Joel Lemons
will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. In
the chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry
Lindsey and the Rev. Harry
Yates will officiate.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Joe Hawkins, Kenneth Hawkins,
James Boyd Harding, Albert
Lee West, Ersel Jones and Carl
Keel. Burial will follow in
Story's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday) and on
Wednesday morning.
Mr. Lemons, 80, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Monday at Community Hospital, Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Rude11 Swift Lemons;

Laverne Graham
rites Wednesday
Services for Laverne Graham
will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Heyward Roberts will officiate.
Mrs. Otto Erwin will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Jewell
Crick, Odell Colson, H.L. Riley,
James Dale Hopkins, Bobby
Mitchell and Damon Carson.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at the
funeral home.
Mr. Graham, 75, Rt. 1, Almo,
died Monday at 4:10 a.m. at his
home. He was preceded in death
by his wife, Mrs. Frieda Mae
Graham, on March 24 of this
year.
A retired farmer, he was a
member of Kirksey Baptist
Church. Born July 22, 1909, at
Almo, he was the son of the late
Millard F. Graham and Bertha
Downs Graham.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Sam (Doris) Hutchinson,
Topeka, Kan., and Mrs. Wade
(Donna Jean) Jones, Rt. 1,
Almo; one sister, Mrs. Sam
(Rubene) Kelly, and one niece,
Mrs. Jewell (Martha Lou)
Crick, Rt. 1, Almo; three grandchildren, Rodney Jones, Mark
Jones and David Hutchinson.

three daughters, Mrs. Euple McClure, Mrs. James Puckett and
Mrs. J.T. West; one son, Wesley
Lemons; one sister, Miss Iona
Lemons; six grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.

Funeral is today
for Mrs. Mayer
The funeral for Mrs. Ophelia
Mayer is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale is officiating. Jerry Bolls is directing
the song service.
Pallbearers are Max Dodd,
Steve Bell, Damn Ahart, Dana
Ahart, Dale Suthard and Craig
Mayer. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Mayer, 64, 804 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, died Sunday at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
She is survived by one son,
Rodger Mayer; one grandson,
Craig Mayer; her mother, Mrs.
Nora Dodd; four sisters, Mrs.
Winburn Alton, Miss Sylvia
Dodd, Mrs. Amos Sumner and
Mrs. Virginia Parker; three
brothers, Jack, Clatus and
Derec B Dodd.

LOBATA, W.Va.(AP) — Utility crews worked to repair
dynamited power lines to nonunion coal operations and a local
union president cleared shattered glass from his home after
a sniper attack in the
undeclared mine war along the
Kentucky-West Virginia border.
Power remained off late Monday to a coal mine and two
preparation plants owned by
A.T. Massey Coal Co., target of
a bitter eight-month strike by
the United Mine Workers union.
Appalachian Power Co. said
crews would work through the
night to repair the lines, which
were taken down early Monday
by explosive devices planted on
two mountain ridges overlooking the Massey operations in
Lobata.
Meanwhile, UMW Local 1440
President Bill Davis said he had
no idea who shot out his
bedroom windows as he, his wife
and three children were preparing 9 go to bed early Monday.
"I'm president of a local that's
on strike, so you'd think it was
strike-related, but I haven't
given anybody reason to be mad
at me," said Davis, whose local

is striking non-union operations
along Blackberry Creek in
Kentucky.
No one was injured in either of
the incidents, which came just
one day after a trucker slain by
snipers while hauling non-union
coal was buried.
Police said they had no
reports of further violence Monday night in the strike-torn
region Straddling the eastern
Kentucky -southern West
Virginia border, but that they
remained on alert.
"It's quiet now but that's sort
of what you expect," said a
police spokesman who asked not
to be identified. "All hell will
break loose and then it gets real
quiet until the next time."
The power outage shut down
operations at Rawl Sales and
Processing, Sprouse Creek Processing and Rocky Hollow Mining companies.
Massey negotiators want
separate contracts for each
operation, but the National
Labor Relations Board has
agreed with the union that
Massey should negotiate as a
"common employer." The company pulled out of the negotia-
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Discounts up to

25% OFF
AT FIVE OCEANFRONT RESORTS:
Acapulco Inn, Beachcomer Oceanfront Inn,
Mayan Inn, Sheraton Inn, Treasure Island Inn

1-800-874-7420
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MICHELSON'S DONATES VCR TO MSU — Terry
Chandler,
director of personnel for Michelson's Jewelers,
hands over a
Sharp video cassette recorder to Bill SeaW,
chairman of the
management and marketing department atNISU.
The presentation was made as a gesture of appreciati
on for a consumer
survey conducted by the university's marketing
department for
Michelson's.

Little evidence shows Brown
involved in other murders
CINCINNATI (AP) — Attorneys for Alton Coleman and
Debra Brown are all but ignoring testimony from out-of-state
witnesses called by the prosecution to show a pattern of violence
by the couple last summer.
Defense lawyers have confined cross-examination to the case
being tried, the murder last July
11 of Tonnie Storey, 15, of
Cincinnati.
"We want to focus on what
we're here for," said Raymond
Faller, Coleman's lawyer. "It's
pretty awesome testimony," he
said of the number, of prosecuden witnesses.
Homicide detectives from
Gary, Ind., and Detroit told
juries in the simultaneous trials
Monday there was little
evidence that Brown was involved in slayings in those cities.
Brown, 22, and Coleman, 29,
both of Waukegan, Ill., are being
tried separately in Hamilton
County Common Pleas Court in
Storey's killing.
The two were were convicted
in March of the murder of
Marlene Walters of suburban
Norwood and the severe beating
of her husband, Harry. Brown
was sentenced to life
prison
and Coleman to the e ctric

GM

chair.
Authorities allege that the
couple, who claim to be a married couple under common law,
killed Storey as part of a
Midwest crime spree last summer that included beatings,
stranglings and rapes.
Detroit homicide Detective
Ronald Visbara said Donna
Williams, 25, died in a struggle
at the abandoned house where
her body was found last June 25.
Visbara said no fingerprints
were found at the house, and a
request for a warrant for Coleman and Brown was denied.
Brown and Coleman are not
charged in the death, but
Visbara asserted after his
testimony Monday that Detroit
police "think we have a good circumstantial case" against
them.
However, Visbara told jurors
in Brown's trial that he found
nothing in the house to connect
her to Williams' death.

Keep That Great
GM Feeling Nith
Genuine GM Parts
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We want your crop insurance
We can cover you in the field
or all the way to the floor
It costs no more to insure now

Call us today!
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FLEXIBLE FRAMES
Imagine a photo ot actor and
body builder Lou Ferrigno stretching a pair of eyeglass frames
out by the temples. This ad is
running in our optical trade
magazines to prove a very important point: the durability and
flexibility of the new "springhinge" frame construction.
Although we certainly do not
recommend that you abuse your
eyewear, we would like to show
you some of the great advantages of these frame styles.
This new frame styling features
an invisible spring built into the
frame where the temples (side
pieces) join the frame front.
These durable little springs have
been perfected cosmetically, yet
their strength is a boon to
eyeglass wearers with active
lifestyles.
With.spring-hinges, your frames

always fits perfectly as the
temples spring back into place
when you put the frame on or
take the frame off. Once adjusted, it holds its shape so your
eyewear doesn't slip or slide on
your nose. Gone is the pressure
at your temples from eyewear
that seems too tight: these
frames maintain beautiful weight
distribution, balance and fit.
Ideal for active youngsters and
young adults, they're now big
fashion news for men and
women. Here's great styling and
the ultimate in comfort.
Involved in an active lifestyle?
Explore new comfort and
fashion. Stop in at Southern Optical, located at Highway 641
North in Olympic Plaza Shopping Center for a look at our fine
assortment of spring-hinge
frames.

gadget

1984 Camaro Z28

783-2617

2025 S. Atlantic Ave. • Daytona Beach Shores, FL 32018
(904) 257-1950

Street

Insurance

Tobacco Fariners

shot to death by a sniper along
U.S. 119 in eastern Kentucky
while hauling coal for a nonunion, non-Massey company.
West's funeral, which included a
procession by non-union
truckers, was held Sunday.
Although West was not hauling Massey coal, company president E. Morgan Massey cited
the shooting for his decision to
withdraw from contract talks
On Monday, he blamed UMW
President Rich Trumka for the
power line explosion.
"Last Friday, I caed on ..
Trumka to end the violence,"
Massey said. "His answer was
received early this morning."
LTMW spokesman Joe Corcoran said the union would
withhold comment until it found
out more about the incidents
Trumka, Corcoran and other
UMW officials have said
repeatedly that the union does
not condone violence.

SUPER SAVINGS

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

Tony Boyd

tions last week.
Rocky Hollow maintenance
chief Jim Reid said there was
nothing to do but wait.
"The operation's shut down
until power comes back. I've
been told anywhere from this
evening until tomorrow," he
said.
Police said the power lines
were dynamited at 2:36 a.m.
Monday.
Four poles, two on each ridge,
were partially hand-sawed and
explosives were placed on nearby trees, said Capt. R.G. Fink of
the West Virginia State Police.
"The explosion was set off and
knocked the tree into power
lines, which snapped the poles,
which broke the power lines,"
Fink said.
Reid said he has no doubt the
blast was strike-related.
"Definitely. Like the guy who
got shot," he said.
Trucker Hayes West, 35, was

DAYTONA
BEACH

Final rites for Wright Douglas
Hainley are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. Charles
Cate is officiating.
Grandsons are served as
pallbearers. Burial will follow in
the Poplar Grove Cemetery
there.
Mr. Hainley, 91, Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn., died Sunday at
West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
He is survived by five
daughters, Mrs. Mary Opal Pritchett, Mrs. Georgia Howard,
Mrs. Allie Mae Smith, Mrs. Lois
Smith and Mrs. Arden Davis;
three sons, Jack, Tom and Jimmy Hainley; 22 grandchildren;
46 great-grandchildren; six
great-great-grandchildren.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars
say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 5, 1985
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21to Apr. 19)
Pit
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CIE
Idealistic aims may be stopped
The flow of intuition can only carry
short by practical considerations,
you so far. Then you must get down
Morning brings accomplishment,
to the hard work. Money deals
Evening requires patience.
require scnniny.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Sir
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
It may be difficult to practice what
This is a time for straightforward
you preach. Human nature is a factor
dealings in finances. Short cuts and
you must consider now. Don't set
illegal moves will lead to entangleimpossible goals.
ments or regrets.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Once you finish a project, it may be
Your loyalty is admirable but don't
difficult to begin anew. Financial
let others take advantage of your
deals require careful deliberation in
good nature. Avoid excess fretting
the late afternoon.
after dark.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You may be expecting too much in
Escapist tendencies need to be
love. See people as they are and not
checked. You may run into a stumas you wish them to be. Rome wasn't
bling block in a secret plan. See
built in a day.
things through.
LEO
PISCES
War
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Morning is your best time for work
A meeting with a friend or group
progress. Later interruptions may
activity has mixed results. You're in
throw you off course or interfere with
the limelight, but someone may be
concentration.
critical.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY have more
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
self-discipline than the typical memBusiness and pleasure do not mix
ber of your sign. You have the
well today. Your best company on a
practicality to make your dreams
date is an existing tie. Don't stifle
come true. Though you function well
your intuition.
in the corporate order, you should
LIBRA
aim to do your own thing for your
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Zet
greatest happiness. You'll fare well in
Perhaps you've become aware of
business for yourself. Law, real
an unwise domestic move and now
estate, banking and brokerage are
must make alterations in your thinksome of the fields which may appeal
ing. Repair a broken item.
to you.
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Dynamite used to blast lines

Wright Hainley's
funeral is today

Your Individual
Horoscope
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In.iire A Butter
Gar(1.•ri I hp. V.

OPtime
Your real value in better vision.
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center, Highway 641 North • 753-0422
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Florida considering leaving Southeastern Conference
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP ) — The University
of Florida, stripped of its first Southeastern Conference football title last week, says it will study
the possibility of leaving the league.
UP President Marshall Criser said Monday,
however, that the Gators' differences with the
SEC over the football crown will not be the only
factor campus officials explore as they examine
the issue.
"Specifically, what are the positive and
negative factors in continuing in the SEC? That
anaylsis is to be broad-based. It will not only deal
with fug.tball championships," Criser said, adding that the impact on other sports. including
women's athletics, would also be considered.
Criser made his comments at a news conference during which he said Florida still
regards its 1984 squad as SEC champions and
refuses to recognize a 6-4 vote of league
presidents that vacated the title last Thursday.
The action overturned an April 3 executive

committee decision that allowed the Gators —
who began serving a three-year NCAA probation
period for recruiting violations — to retain the
crown.
"The championship was won on the playing
field Nov. 17, 1984. The right of the university to
retain the championship was confirmed by final
action of the executive committee of the SEC on
April 3, 1985 ... The governing rules of the SEC
provided for no other review," Criser said.
"Therefore, by law, by any standard of
fairness, and in our hearts, 1984 will always be

the Year of the Gator," he added."As a university, we shall continue to proclaim the 1984 team as
the SEC football champions.
"We regard that issue as closed and respectfully decline to recognize any action of the SEC
after April 3, 1985 relating to that championship," he said.
SEC Commissioner Boyd McWhorter, reached
by telephone at his office in Birmingham, Ala.,
said he would not "comment on somebody else's
comments.
"I have respect for the way he (Criser) has
handled the case," McWhorter added, "and I'm
sure he will do what he thinks is right."
Criser said he and university counsel hold the
opinion that the six schools — Vanderbilt, Tennessee, Mississippi, Kentucky, Louisiana State
and Georgia — that voted to vacate the title
delegated final authority on the championship
issue to the executive committee.
The executive committee voted 5-1 to allow the

Gators — members of the SEC since 1932 — to
keep their first-ever title.
While Criser questioned whether some of the
SEC schools were attempting to gain a recruiting
edge by punishing Florida, other league
presidents and chancellors suggested last week
that concern about the SEC's image nationwide
was a factor in their decision.
The NCAA slapped the Gators with one of the
stiffest penalties in college football history in
January, although one year of the three-year
probation will be wiped off if Florida abides by
the rules in the interim.
Sanctions included restrictions on television
and post-season bowl appearances as well as a
reduction of scholarships.
The Gators' problems with the NCAA also cost
former Coach Charley Pell his job, and the team
was barred from representing the conference in
the Sugar Bowl while it awaited the results of an
appeal of the sanctions.

Porter breaks
finger, drops
to Cardinals"
injured roster

First U.S. collegiate baseball team
to play in China loses 6-4 to Peking
PEKING (AP) — The
C.W. Post squad has
become the first U.S.
college baseball team to
play in China. It has yet
to become the first U.S.
college. squad to win
there.
Peking's municipal
team beat the
Americans in a game
played on a grassless

field without a pitcher's
mound and with a
seamless, lumpy ball.
Peking pitcher Bao
Anglia walked only one
batter and greatly impressed the visitors.
Chinese runners stole
seven bases. The home
team won, 6-4.
C.W. Post was 28-11 on
more conventional

fields this year. The
team arrived Saturday
for a six-game exhibition series against the
Peking, Sichuan and
Tianjin teams at the invitation of the Sports
Ministry.
Baseball, relatively
undeveloped in China, is
known there as "bang
qiu" — "cudgel ball" —
and China is hoping to
get good enough at it to
compete in the 1988
Seou.1 Summer
Olympics,
The Americans were
dumbfounded about 10
cisco Giants.
The third pick in the minutes into the game
draft was Robert Witt, a when the Chinese home
right-handed pitcher plate umpire called a
from the University of balk on catcher Joe
Oklahoma, taken by the O'Bray, explaining that
Texas Rangers, and the O'Bray's knee left the
fourth pick was short- box.
Later Coach Dick Vinstop Barry Larkin,
taken by the Cincinnati ing lectured the home
Reds. All four picks plate umpire — through
were on the 1884 U.S. a translator — after a
Chinese batter blocked
Olympic team.

Milwaukee drafts Tar Heel
catcher as No.1 free agent
MILWAUKEE I AP +
— B.J. Surhoff, a catcher at the University of
North Carolina, was
selected by the
Milwaukee Brewers as
the first pick in the freeagent draft.
Will Clark, Mississippi State University first
baseman, was the second pick in the draft,
chosen by the San Fran-

1

O'Bray's attempt to
throw out a base stealer
at second.
Despite the
misunderstandings, the
Americans had high
praise for the Chinese
players, drawn from the
Peking Sports Institute
and local factories.

ST. LOUIS (AP) —
The St. Louis Cardinals
placed catcher Darrell
Porter on the 15-day
disabled list because of
a broken index finger he
sustained catching a
pitch Sunday against
Cincinnati.
The Cardinals said
Porter's spot on . the
roster was filled by catcher Randy Hunt of the
Louisville Redbirds, St.
Louis' Triple-A affiliate
In the American
Association.

The visitors blamed
their loss on a combination of jet lag, little
sleep, too much heavy
food at a welcoming
banquet and the.lack of
drinking water. The
Chinese supplied cola
and orange pop.
The tour was arranged by the People-toPeople Sports Committee, Inc., a New Yorkbased non-profit group.
People-to-People President Leonard Milton
said the team gave the
Chinese 288 baseballs,
24 bats and a variety of
shoes, socks and gloves.

Hunt, a right-handed
batter in his fifth professional season, has 22
hits in 70 at-bats for a
.314 average this season
with Louisville. He has
one home run and seven
RELAY — Local swimmers Gaya Trimble and Rachel Cella complete a
RBI.
baton pass during Saturday's season-opening fun meet at the Murray cityA Cardinals
county park pool. The fun meet initiated the 1985 swim season for the spokesman said Hunt
Murray-Calloway County Swim Team. Among the events scheduled during
was to be in St. Louis in
the tun meet were races for all age swimmers,a clown diving competition, a time to dress for Monburied treasure hunt, and a pot luck picnic.
Photo by Chris Evans day night's scheduled
game against the
Houston Astros.
The Redbirds on Monday placed righthander
pitcher Matt Keough,
with a double and single Lenke and Nolan Lax Terry Williams each Nathan Lamb backed 1-2, on the disabled list
had a double and a the mound effort with a because of a shoulder
each had home runs.
each.
Friday two games single during the second triple. Ken Carmode, injury.
Three weekend games
the losing pitcher for
The Cardinals signed
were completed in local were conducted at the game Friday.
Park League competi- old city park with Roy's KENTUCKY LEAGUE State Farm, hit a double Dave Rajsich, who was
Four games were and two singles.
0-2 with the Baltimore
tion. In Saturday's solo Pharmacy edging MurAdam Grogan pitched Orioles' Triple-A afcontest Thornton clubb- ray Bait Company, 9-7, reported from Kentucky
ed Roy's Pharmacy, and Thornton topping League action last the win and hit a double filiate in Rochester,
N.Y.
week. ACT defeated for Rotary.
28-7, on the power of Darnell Marine, 12-5.
Marcellous Foster State Farm, 10-7, and
four home runs.
Zack Ross, Jeremy and Greg Taylor each Rotary slipped past
Settle, Jason Leet and had home runs in the Dennison-Hunt, 15-13, on
Tyler Bohannon each losing effort for Murray Friday and Artcraft
had round-trip hits with Bait while Jay Paul squeeked by Rotary, 7-6,
Bohannan hitting for the Herndon's two doubles and Clinic Pharmacy
Several local runners won the 19-29 age group
circuit with a triple, highlighted the hitting dominated DennisonHunt,19-5, on Thursday. enjoyed successful in the Mayfield Comdouble and a single as for Roy's.
Thornton's Justin
B.J. Lennox pitched weekends in regional munity Hospital 5K
well.
Scrub Run. Lovitt's
For Roy's, Jared Manna and Darnell's the win for ACT and competitions.
Saturday Adam,Lann- time was 16:19. Second
ing won his age group place in the 19-29 year
(50-over) and finished in olds went to another
^^
the top half of a field of Murray entry — Trent
more than 100 in the Travis — who finished
Fort Smith, Ark., in 16:66.
Triathlon.
Also winning his age
Laming improved his group of 40-over was
time by 214 minutes John Childress who
over last year's winning finished in 17:36. Murperformance. This ray's Ron Wuest placed
Lb. Box 100%
year's time was 2:17.21 second in that category
on the course which in- In 18:25. Bob Hancock
cluded a one mile swim, placed second in th
20 mile bike ride and a men-s 30-39 bracket in
five mile run.
16:08.
Also on Saturday,
In women's competiMurrayan Trent Lovett
tion, Murray's Eva King
Choice Sides of
'
won the 30-39 age group
with a 22:24 and two
KAK STUMP REMOVAL
223 to 300 Lb.
local women, Gail VinLb.
Wr- tan ter...3.e stump, up
s o n and Cheryl
to 24 below the ground.
Whitaker, tied for third
435 4343 or 435 4319
Parting Country
with identical 25:25
We Now Soul Pit Grow,'
times.

Local Summer League Baseball Roundup

JR.BABE RUTH
Pookie Jones slashed
a three-run triple in the
bottom of the sixth to
give Lions Club a
dramatic 15-14 victory
over Kiwanis in Monday
Junior Babe Ruth
League action at the old
city park.
Jones' blast capped a
comeback which saw
Kiwanis leading 13-4
after three innings.
Lions Club scored MX
runs in the fifth inning
and five in the sixth to
prevail on only eight
hits.

In the other Monday
game, Hawaiian
Tropics downed Taco
Johns, 9-6, behind the
winning pitching of
Greg Lassiter. Lassiter
also had a double as did
teammate Craig
Schwettman.
For Taco Johns, Darren McCuiston scored
on an inside-the-park
home run in the fifth and
Eric Grogan had a
double.
PARK LEAGUE
• Monday'a Park
League contests
featured a 14-4 barn.

burner by Seafood Express in a victory over
Roy's Pharmacy and a
7-6 trimmer as Thornton
nipped Wildcats.
Seafood was led by
Matt Perrin and Wesley
Latimer, both with inpark homers and Nolan
Lax doubled and singled
in the losing effort.
Ryan Vanover rounded all bases on his
inside-the-park homer
for Thornton and Tyler
Bohannan doubled twice
in the victory. Wildcats
were led by Jason West
and Shane Raspberry

8.5°. A.P.R.
Financing
Available

GRASS
GRO R.

Murray runners fare well
in weekend competitions
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Quarter Pounders

Ground Beef $ 1
946
Patties
Beef

Sausage

$ 1 29
Lb.$

1 39

Frosty Acres
The Kubbta 86200 with a mid-mount mower grooms grass with precision.
The three-cylinder, 15-horsepower diesel engine is smooth running and
quiet, as well as fuel efficient..
The 86200 has other special features, too. A hydraulic position control,threepoint hitch,front and rear PTO plus a
choice of two- or four-wheel drive.
So put a new Kubota 86200 to
work, wherever there's grass growing
. Nothing like it on earth7
under your feet.

0KUBOTA'

Butter Peas

20 Lb. Box $ 1639

Baby

Limas

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$1 49

99
20 Lb.„ Box $ 17

Smell Meaty

Pork Ribs

Lb.

$189

GIBSON HAM CO.

ONLY

— Wholesale & Retail Meat

1934 — 19113

IthKeel Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 4440110

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

We Accept
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone 753-1801
Food Stamps
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
v.., taro • eat this well at home for this price.

VIP"' 'RIP'

Ch(
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NBA honors Celtic star

TWO-TIME MVP — Boston Celtics forward Larry Bird grabbed the National Basketball Association's Most Valuable Player Award for the second
straight season in a vote by a nationwide media panel. The 6-foot-9 Bird
averaged 28.7 points, 10.5 rebounds and 6.6 assists in leading the Celtics to a
63-19 regular season and a berth in the NBA championship series.
AP Laserphoto

NBA owners considering plan
to expand league by 1987-88
NEW YORK (AP) —
there were 13 NBA
National Basketball teams in financial trouAssociation owners will ble, and the league was
consider a plan to ex- considering consolidapand their league at tion. Only six clubs
meeetings later this made money in 1981-82,
month, Commissioner Stern said. That number
David Stern said.
rose to eight in 1982-83
Stern told the New and 11 in 1983-84, he
York Times that the added.
financially resurgent
When the final tally
league will consider ad- is in for this season," he
ding several teams for said, "we project a prothe 1987-88 season, the fitability for 15 teams,
paper reported in to- and hopefully, by the
day's editions. Several time we are ready to exowners have said that pand, all of our existing
expansion could come a teams will have reached
year earlier.
that category."
"I have always said
that we will discuss exThe league's attenpansion when all of our dance and television
teams are stable and ratings have both been
making money," Stern on the upswing.
said, adding that the
Miami, which is planNBA, which currently ning to build an
has 23 teams, has been 18,000-seat arena, heads
approaching that goal in the list of possible exrecent seasons.
pansion sites, the Times
Three years ago, reported.

rt
/hawk

Discussions also have
been held with groups
seeking to put teams in
Minneapolis; Charlotte,
N.C.; Santa Ana, Calif.;
and Toronto.
Also under consideration is a move to return
a franchise to Kansas
City, Mo., which has lost
the Kings to Sacramento, Calif.
The NBA will open its
summer meetings June
23 in San Francisco.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky Derby winner Spend a
Buck, who collected the
largest purse ever in
winning the Jersey Derby, has been selected
the Breeders' Cup horse
of the month for May.

387
394
461
209
21.2
219
229

281
311
320
336
360
287
347

NBA Playoffs
NBA Playoffs
Champonshoo
Boston vs Los Angeles
Monday, May 27
Boston 148. Loa Angeles 114
Thursday May 30
Los Angeles 109. Boston 102
Sunday, June 2
Los Angeles 135 Boston 111 Los Angeles leads
series 2-1
Wednesday. June 5
Boston at Los Ang.les
Friday June 7
Boston at Los Angeles
Sunday. June 9
Los Angeles at Boston if necessary
Tuesday. June 11
Los Angeles at Boston, if necessary

753-897 1

Southside Cente

Phone
753-2571

You need to
know how
many gallons
of water your
pool holds or
what size
your pool is
then we can
test your
water to
balance your
pool.
We have a
complete
supply of
chemicals.

6,

Cut$200

999MI
25 1000

Was $1199.00 in

AS LOW AS
46 PER
MONTH

r:ME

Catalog RSC-14

Comes with DeskMate' Disk Software
Tandy 1000 gives you more features than an
IBM PC for less money! Plus, unlike the PC, every
Tandy 1000 comes vitth DeskMate software, featuring applications you want most. IBM PC compatibility lets you choose from the most popular software
on the market.
'Citiline revolving credit from CrtiBank Payment may
Youy deponcang upon balance CitiLine is a service mark
Of Citicorp MS/TM Microsoft Corp IBM/71.4 International
Business Machine', Corp

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer

Check Your Phone Book for the Rada.Shaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION Or TANDY CORPORATION

Street

PA
259
305
343
226
334
292
392

'epreseniing

E
M
TU
riE
NP
ET
s
R

,

South 12th

Pf
394
352
363
282
341
318
264

American and International Traveltinie

Monric, not
(ncluded

of

United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pd.
a-Birmingham
11 4 0
733
New Jersey
10 5 0
657
Tampa Bay
9 6 0
002
Baltimore
8 6 1
567
Jacksonville
8 7 0
533
Memphis
8 7 0
533
Orlando
4 11 0
267
WESTERN CONFERENCE
x-Oakland
11 3
767
Denver
10 5
667
Houston
9 6
600
Arizona
6 9
400
Portland
4 11
267
Los Angeles
3 12
200
San Antonio
3 12
200
x-clinched playoff berth
Monday's Gagne
Birmingham 29, Houston 27
Friday, June 7
Orlando at Memphis
Saturday. June 8
Baltimore at Birmingham
Tampa Bay at Portland

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

TANDY
1000

es

USFL Standings

Wednesday's Games
Seattle at Detroit. Int
Minnesota at Toronto In)
California at Baltimore. In)
Cleveland at Boston. In1
Oakland at New York, In)
Chicago at Texas, In)
Milwaukee at Kanmaa City, (ni
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pet
GB
New York
29 17
630 —
Chicago
27 18
6IX) 1%
Montreal
29 21
580 2
St Louis
25 23
521 5
Philadelphia
18 30
375 12
Pittsburgh
17 29
370 12
West Doman
San Diego
77 30
574 —
Cincinnati
2622
542 1%
Houston
25 24
510 3
Los Angeles
25 25
500 3%
Atlanta
19 211
404 8
San Francisco
19 29
396 8%
Monday's Games
Montreal 4, San Francisco 2, 15 innings
Loa Angeles 5. New York 4 12 innings
St Louie 9, Houston 5
Philadelphia 3. San Diego 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Montreal i Schatseder 2-1 at San Francisco ((Jott
2-21
Atlanta (Mahler 8-4) at Chicago (Ruthven 141
Pittsburgh Winn 10> at Cincinnati (Soto 7-3), Inl
Houston >Nlekro 2-51 at St Louis 1 Andujar
n1
Philadelphia (Denny 2-5, at San Diego (Hawkine
10-0). n
New York 1043oden 7-3 at Los Angeles >Valenzuela
5-51, in)
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at San Francisco
Atlanta at Chicago
Plttaburgh at Cincinnati, in;
Houston at St Louis, In)
Philadelphia at San Diego.
New York at LAO Angeles, In)

Bring In Your Pool Water
For Chemical Testing

It's Packed MI of Advanced
Features—Including Software!

as of

Kept League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct
GB
Toronto
32 16
667
Baltimore
2830
583 4
Detroit
26 21
563 5%
New York
26 21
553 5-%
Boston
24 25
490 8%
Milwaukee
22 23
489 8%
Cleveland
17 33
425 16
West Division
California
21 22
551 —
Chicago
24 72
522 1%
Kansas City
215 23
521 1%
Oakland
23 26
469 4
Minnesota
22 26 466 41,4
Seattle
22 27
449 5
Texas
18 31
987 9
Monday's Games
Baltimore 7, California 5
Boaton11. Cleveland 5
New York 5, Oakland 2
Seattle 9, Detroit 8
Texas 7. Chicago
Milwaukee at Kansas City, ppd , rain
Only garnes scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Seattle Moore 4-4 at Detroit i Bair 0-01, In)
Minnesota (Viola 6-4 at Toronto (Clancy 1-21, In)
California Ftomanick 6-2) at Baltimore (Davis 3-1).
I n1
Cleveland lCreel 0-3) at Boston 10Jeda 2-11. In)
Oakland I Birtaas 1-11 at New York (Cowley 4.21,
Chicago I Seaver 5-31 at Texas 1Hough 4-41, In)
Milwaukee Vuckovich 1-21 at Kansas City
Leibrandt 5-3i, In)

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

NEW LOW PRICE ON THE TANDY 1000
OUR BEST-SELLING COMPUTER EVER!

or

Major League Baseball Standings

Murray Home & Auto E!

CO Rathe fhlek

titi ite as se es......is se, v" 1414
.1, no
MIN mar .11k
ARIA
se

to..She

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Buck honored

For all your Travel Reervations Call

adle
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Consistency, hard work
account for second MVP
trophy for Boston's Bird
By WILL BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
INGLE WOOD, Calif. (API — Consistency and
hard work have made Boston's Larry Bird the
National Basketball Association Most Valuable
Player for the second straight year.
"A lot of guys had great games, but he was the
most consistent MVP I've ever seen," Celtics
President Red Auerbach said after Bird was
named a near-unanimous winner of the award
Monday. "To win the MVP from the forward
position is a great deal harder than to win it as a
center or guard. To do it from a corner position is
difficult."
Bird, who received 73 first-place votes from a
panel of 78 members of the media on a nationwide panel, said he tries to make his game consistent at the 25-point, 10-rebound level, rather
than trying to have 40-point games.
"Once you start to score a bunch of points, it
puts a lot of pressure on you because people expect it from you," he said. "I'd rather be consistent and reach a level where my teammates will
know what to expect of me night in and night
out."
"He's the kind of guy that companies try to use
as a motivational example," Celtics Coach K.C.
Jones said. "Larry has the talent — shooting,
passing and rebounding — but what I look at is
that he has the work ethic to work hard at practice, dive after loose balls and play hard
defense."
The 6-foot-9 Bird was second in the league in
scoring with a 28.7 average and was eighth in rebounding with 10.5 per game. He also averaged
6.6 assists, led the Celtics in steals and shot 88.2
percent from the free-throw line while leading
the Celtics to a 63-19 regular-season record, best
in the NBA, and the finals of the championship
series.
Bird said one of the secrets of his success has
been off-season work.
"The past few years, I've played more basketball in the summertime and I think it's helped
my game," he said. "I've worked a lot in different areas. I've taken a lot of time in the offseason to develop my game and by the time the
season starts, I'm in mid-season form."
Each member of the media panel picked five
players, with the first through fifth choices
receiving 10-7-5-3-1 votes, respectively.
Bird totaled 763 points, while Earvin "Magic"
Johnson of Los Angeles was far behind in second
with 264, followed by Moses Malone of
Philadelphia with 218, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of
Los Angeles with 206, Terry Cummings of
Milwaukee at 138 and rookie Michael Jordan of
Chicago with 134.
Jordan and Cummings had two first-place
votes apiece, while Johnson got one.
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Deattilig

By Abigail

Mom's Gift to Daughters
Is a Breath of Fresh Air

DEAR KAY RITCHIE:Thanks
for an excellent suggestion.
Children could give their parents
the same gift, too.
•*•

DEAR ABBY: I'd like to offer a
solution to "Out of Luck," whose
grandmother had promised the same
piece of jewelry to several members
of her family. Here's how we handled
that problem when my mother
promised her pendant to me (her
daughter) as well as to several

1

grandchildren (I had no children,
but my sister, now deceased, had
three):
I suggested that on the anniversary of my mother's death, the
pendant should be "passed on" on
the basis of age. The first year, I had
possession, then it was passed on to
my oldest niece (hers for a year,
whether she wore it or stored it),
then to my nephew,for the use of his
wife and,or daughter, then to my
youngest niece, and finally back to
me.
The process will be repeated-I
hope to eternity-among grandchildren, great-grandchildren, ad
infinitum.
Certainly it makes possession of
the coveted pendant far more
valuable for a limited time than if it
belonged to any one of us permanently and resulted in hard
feelings.
IN LUCK IN COLORADO
DEAR IN LUCK: Thanks for
an excellent idea. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Tangibles often
cause more problems than they're
worth. I had three sisters and two
brothers tearing each other's eyes
out over a silver teapot. When they
discovered it was pewter and worth
about $15, they lost interest.
SFM IN NYC

DEAR ABBY: I can feel for that
83-year-old woman who didn't know
how to leave one ring to two equally
deserving daughters.
I had the same problem with one
ring and three deserving daughters.
My solution: I took the ring to a
reliable jeweler, had him refinish it
to look like new, then I had him
make two copies. I put them in
separate boxes and gave one to each
daughter. No one had hurt feelings,
and no one knows who has the
original.
PROBLEM SOLVED

2

2 .Notice

2

To all the people
that supported and
voted for me.
Ruby Hale for reelection to City
Council
Sincerely,

CINDI UN
CERAMIC STUDIO

Club of
Greater Madisonville,
Kentucky presents
Madisonville English
Riding Club Horse
Show. Staurday 6-8-85
8.30p.m. at the Hopkins
County Fairgrounds
WHOA. Affiliated.
LANDSCAPE fabric,
better than plastic because it lets water pass
through! $10.99. Mid.
South Wholesale, 342 E
Washington, Paris,
901-842-2652.
LEATHER- for Dad.
Personalized wallets,
belts, etc. for Fathers
Day. Order now.
901-844-9310 All Seasons
Taxidermy & Leather
craft, Hwy. 79 by
Lakeview Gro. at Paris
Landing, TN.
laElkA;1•WHI
In Ken
Bar Inn Resort Club.
Take over payments.
Call 489-2117.
REW credit card! No
one refused. Visa/ Mastercard. Call 1.619569-0242.24 hrs.

Notice

I

Open Tu•s.•Thurs. 2
p.m.-10 p.m.; wed. & Fri.
12-5 p.m. 1 mile from
Murray on Hwy. 941.
Phone 753-0079

Jim Suiter, Jerry
Henry & Tom
Sowards will be
in our showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad Buick

6

5. Lost and Found
REWARD Lost in Easf
Y area- black male
poodle mix, has had
operation, only 1 eye
Any information call
753-0061
6. Help Wanted
120000 YEARLY possible. Prepare at home
for Post Office clerk
carrier employment
exams. Write:
Federated(KY5) POB
3006 Hattiesburg, MS
39403.
N,ASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $800.00 per 100.
3uaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
GOOD income working
from home! No experience required! Details send self addressed stamped envelope: Williams Enterprise, P.O. Box
2878-E, Paducah, Ky.
42001.
LONG distance trucking, northAmerican
Van Lines needs
owner/operators! If
you need training, we
will train you. You will
operate your own tractor. If you don't have
one, northAmerican offers a tractor purchase
program that can put
you in a new tractor for
$2500 down. If you are 21
or over and think you
may qualify, we'd like
to send you a complete
information package.
Call our special
operators any time. Toll
Free 1-800-848-1000 Ask
for Dept. 194.
LONG haul semf
drivers, one year recent
experience, clean record. Age 23. Apply in
person, Poole Truck
Lines, Crestline Drive,

1981
Dodge Omni

needs someone, someone somewhere needs you. Let us
introduce you to that
SPECIAL someone.
Write to: Friendship
Introduction Circle,
P.O. Box 843, Kokomo,
IN 46901.

31,000 miles.
Excellent gas
mileage. Four
speed.

753-6098.

Magnetic Signs
Car/Truck
V•ry elective, But Inexpertsove,
Bost Kind Torah Pril•gn*,,,

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50.
753-0658. Closed Wed.

Call Faye's Monograms
& Printed Apparel
753-7743

OUR COMPANY
HIRES
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Last summer we employed 1500
students in our College Program.
Students in the College Program
averaged $275 per week. If interested
be at Holiday Inn,641 S. in Murray, KY
on June 6, 7:30 P.M. sharp or June 7,
10 a.m. sharp. Ask for Tony Edwards.
NO PHONE CALLS ACCEPTED.

LOOKING or retired or
older LPN for part-time
work in the home.
759-4104.
NOW hiring many secure positions with excellent pay & benefits,
training & travel. Call
The Marines collect
502-247-4670 oio443-82443.
RAWLEIGH Product
distributors needed.
Company almost 100
years old. Membership
$8 per year. Good
Income. Discounts up
front. 901-644-9107.
SALZS position with
daily newspaper
available. Salary plus
commission. Lake
Cumberland area. Call
(606)678-8191 8-5 Ask for
K. Renfrow.

LISS5UnlversirPressSynaceile

GENERAL
3'ORE

,105 Unit•• r•••Ir• SYndIC•••In[

SIDE kICk5

(THAT WAS A
FAST BALL .
YOU KNOW I
CAN'T HIT
AST BALLS!

REMEMBER:AS YOU
WALK DOWN THE
PATH OF LIFE...

Notice
o Something Nice
For Yourself.
Coll BIBLE CALL
759.4444
Children's Tope
759-4445

RIWANIS

Everyone

Ruby Hale

2

901-297-3276.

Customized
Tobacco
Irrigation
Ky. 436-2356
Tn. 247-5597

Just a Great Big
"THANKS"

Notice

Don't take your
logs to the mill. I
can bring the mill
to you.
Royce Haquille

In accordance with the President's Executive Order # 11988, this is to notify all interested parties that the City of Murray is proposing to construct a gravity sewer line and
force main within the 100-year flood plain.
The proposed lines will be funded in part by
and Economic Development Administration
Grant and will parallel the Seaboard System
Railroad from the Murray-Calloway County
Industrial Park to the Bee Creek Wastewater
Treatment Plant. The land involved is
primarily cultivated fields which will not be
effected by the project, except during the construction period. The proposed lines will be
flood-proof and water-tight.
Any comments concerning the location of
the lines within the 100-year flood plain should
be directed to: Mr. John Ogden, Environmental Officer, United States Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration, Atlanta Regional Office, Suite 750, 1365
Peachtree Street, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia
30309, telephone (404) 881-7906. Comments will
be received until July 3, 1985.

BUT IT SHOULDN'T
HAVE BEEN A 6EANBA6..

I DON'T CARE
UJHAT IT IS!

Legal

PUBLIC NOTICE

Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: Two yearsDa5
agt/on
the morning of Mother's
, my
two teen-age daughters gave me a
lovely gift. That evening I decided to
join my neighbor in running because
I had started to put on a little
weight. At 39, what seemed to be a
good idea turned out to be an impossibility. I couldn't even run half a
block-I couldn't even breathe. When
I got home I lit a cigarette and didn't
have enough breath to take a deep
drag.
I suddenly knew I had to face the
facts. I had been a smoker for 20
years, never over a pack a day-just
a moderate smoker. For years my
daughters had been after me to quit
- because they learned in school that
smoking was damaging to one's
health. I put out the cigarette, went
to my daughters, and told them that
since they had given me something
lovely for Mother's Day, I was going
to give them a present-a mother
who would do everything she could
to live as long as possible.
I have not smoked since then. The
first few days were difficult, but I
had given my daughters a gift I
couldn't take back.
It's been two years since that
Mother's Day, and I have never felt
better in my life. You may change
this letter any way you wish, but
please print it, Abby. The gift of not
smoking is one that parents can
give to their children (or their
9pouses) that will be appreciated
above any other.
KAY H. RITCHIE,
MOBILE, ALA.

Legal

NUCLEAR POWER
TRAINEES
We Otter the only training
Package of its kind in the
country. Qualified apwill
plicants
get
medical/dental care. earn
30 days vacation annually
and receive '3000 bonus
upon completion of training Candidate must have
high school diploma be
17-24 years old and must
relocate. Call Mon -Thin
8 am-3pm, toll free.
1-800-238-5580

5TOP AN11 EAT THE FLOWERS
ALONG THE WAY

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

HE HAGTIMICE AG
MANY QUIRKS
AS 1 DOI

2ARN! I MUST
HAVE BEEN ON
LEAVE WHEN THEY
PASSED THEM OUT

1 Tattered cloth
4 Barter
9 Snake
12 Sick
13 Renovate
14 Inlet
15 Fat
17 Seesaws
19 Goals
21 In favor of
22 Indicate
25 Vapor
29 Caused by
30 Somber
32 North American
rail
33 Rear of ship
35 Gravestone
37 Mournful
38 Withered
1

2

3

40 Growing out of
42 Note of scale
43 Meeting
45 Playing field
47 Timid
49 Arabian
chieftain
50 Sticks to
54 Country of
Europe
57 Imitate
58 Made of oak
60 Golf mound
61 Church bench
62 Pen
63 Dine

Answer to Previous Puzzle

A IA
A

A

R
A
A

0
A

Pvi 0

r14

0

A

A
A
DIB
0D
S

A
A

DOWN

4

5

6

7

3 Pick out
4 Earthquakes
5 Concerning
6 Pismire
7 Profound
8

9

10

11

14
NUU

WHAT' MY FIR5T Ca/51N I
, WE WERE RA15E17
THE
,,DC*1144LMER„,
A5 SMOTHER 4N9 OF
EXCITE- ARRI"v1t.6 THI5 WEEK. 515TER. THEN
COuR5E.
HAVEN'T SEEN HW
THEY mOvEf
MENT,
,
IN YEAR5.
DIANA 2
AWAY. WE
MU5T MEET
iN
iv

.•

0

STEAM finisher, good
hours. Experience
prefesed, not required.
Apply: Boone Cleaners,
005 Main St.
Mk/USUAL sales opportunity. National
High Performance
Lubrication Company
needs a person in the
Murray area Permanent, full time sales
position, high commissions, advancement. Farm and industrial background
helpful. Training when
hired. Call 1-800-527-1193
or send resume to
Hydrotex, Inc., Dept B,
PO Box 47843, Dallas,
TX 75247.
9. Situation

NUUUU

EN
MM
NUUN NUU
NNUUUUN M MEM
NU NUUUNN
NUN NUUUNN
MENUUUNN
NUUUNNE
N M NUUU
NUUUN II
Mil
MEM WIIMUM MN
EEO MORON MUU

S

T

8 Pitchers
9 Measure of land •
10 Title of respect
11 Dance Step
16 Warble
18 Small children
20 Declare
22 Shore
23 Tender
24 Smooths
26 Dawn goddess
27 Babylonian
abode of
the dead
28 Title of respect
31 Raise the
spirit of
34 Attempt
36 Light cotton
fabric
39 Actual being
41 Redact
44 Toss
46 Angry
48 Period of time
50 Headgear
51 Unlock poetic
52 Cut
53 Snow runner
55 Meadow
56 Still
59 Latin

10. Business Opportunity
BE your own boss Join
over 700 Fantastic
Sam's franchises in the
fast growing hair care
Industry. No experience
preferred. $40 to $50 K
required. Owner and/or investor program.
Call Regional office
502-425-2838.
FOR sale-- Established
country grocery store,
general merchandise,
gasoline, building, fixtures, inventory, annual
sales $300,000. Priced
reasonable. Call Roy
Harwell 1-606-781-3800,
1-606-654-3827.
ROME Theater Video is
coming to your area.
Consumer reports there
are over 20 million
VCR's in American
homes and by the end of
1985 that amount will
double. If you wish to
become part of this
rapidly growing industry we can help. We
have the experience,
knowledge, buying
power, products,
equipment and training.
For as little as $25,000
we can set you up with a
turn key franchise. Call
(502)422-3400 weekdays
between 8:00 and 400.
1 4. Want to Buy
will buy Feather Beds
In any condition. Send
name, phone number,
and address with directions to: Feathers, P.O.
Box 742, Shelbyville,
1.y. 40065-0742.
WANT to buy: ARC Toy
poodles, 6 mos. or older.
901-648-5024.

15. Articles for Sale
Cid' TREATED lattice
panels, $17.75. Mid.
South Wholesale, 342 E.
Washington, Paris, Tn.,
901-642-2552.
DISC, six foot single
action, $35. Call
492-8594.
FRIGIDAIRE chesf
type freezer, medium
size, $125. Call 492-8594.
MAGNAVOX console
T.V./stereo, 72" long.
Free kittens. Call before 7p.m. or anytime
on weekends 753-7908.
VINYL latex house
paint, 2 ga., $11.25.
Mid-South Wholesale,
342 E. Washington,
Paris, Tn., 901-642-2552.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles. Only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
=1
Goodyear. 53-0595
1
1
cu
refrigerator with textured steel door. Only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.

coniunction

BEDROOM suite
(Mediterranean style)round bed (large padded headboard, double
mirrored dresser,
wardrobe & night stand.
nrvr
Call 43f2207 after 7 .m.
shipmentsof furniture and bedding arriving daily- Specials
throughout the store.
Buy now and save big!
Carraway Furniture,
106 N. 3rd, 753-1502.
QUEEN size water bed
with linens, 1 yr. old.
759-921.2.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections. Only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0695.
19. Farm

19. Fa

====
POLE
24'x4C
erectec
end slii
door I
sizes a
Builder.
4009 K;
Ind.
POLE
36'x50
erecte
slider
door ini
colors
sizes a
Builder
4009 KJ
Ind..00r

Wanted

GENERAL housework
wanted. Will do whatever cleaning needs to
be done. Experienced,
references. 759-4849 before 8a.m. or after
6 m
WILL mow, trim lawns
and paint. Dependable
and inexpensive. Call
753-753-4857.
WILL mow yards in S.
16th St. area. Call
753-7166.
ILL stay with sick or
elderly, days or nights.
After June 6th will also
do house work. For
Information day 7534410, nights until 6:30
753 - 4590 . Good
references.
WOULD like to cool seal
& repair house trailers.
Call 759-1961.

16. Home Furnishings

A

1 Spanish for
'river''
2 Priest's
vestment

0

A

6. Help Wanted

Equipment

ROW tobacco setter,
like new Call 763-3015
after 6p.m
8 HEAVY duty John
Deere Wagon Classic
Can be seen at Ellis
Popcorn Co., Wiswell
Rd. 753-6414.
GRAIN bins 4006
bushel, galvanized
steel, extra heavy duty,
government grain bins.
Excellent condition.
Over 150 sold in your
area. Limited supply.
$1250 delivered. 217-89T8285 Fisher. Ill

Big
Jr
Majc
Builc
pany
A
Dealt
Area
Pre-E
Steel
And I
duct:
dabli
Requ
Bob
1-80
84 Ft

20. Spo

E-z

Go
excellenl
901-247Tn,

22.1

3 PIE!
new. I
bargain,
gen c;
stands
throne.
after 5p.1

SAXAP

conditic
753-2667.
24 .

M

4 ANDEr
half pric(

BR AND

made gc
753-5937.
Z.ANNON
camera,
& 2 poi
tender.
old hand
Call 436-2
CLOSED
system
tripod,
monit
753-6325.

roR

sal
ery stoi
Warren/

Food ca
cases, 1
For int
Roy Hai
3800.
GOLF c
Excelle
Good
753-7186 a
W you w
a Horse.'
Course. I
H.P. to
price m
$999 &
Stoke:
Industrial
OAK
fire%
rick deli
et 1 free
fANELI
Paneling!
Mid-Soul
342 E.
Paris, Tn
REAR
Price re
was $789
was $8!
Briggs 8
now $79:
Keith at
Industrial

85
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CZ,

/..'S541
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CLASSIFIEDS
Equipment

19. Farm

20. Sports Equipment

E-Z

Go Gas golf cart,
excellent condition. Call
901-247-5368 Puryear,
Tn.
22 . Musical
3 PIECE drum set, like
new. For sale at
bargain, including Zilgen cymbals and
stands, including
throne. Call 753-7701
a,fter 5p.m.
SAXAPHONE, good
condition, $200 Call
753-2667.
24. Miscellaneous
4 ANDERSON windows,
half price. Call 489-2711.
BRAND new custom
made golf trailer. Call
753-5937.
CANNON TL-QL 35mrn
camera, telephoto lens
& 2 powered lens extender. Also 100+ yr.
old hand hewn log barn.
Call 436-2411.
CLOSED circuit video
system with camera.
tripod, recorder &
monitor. Phone
753-6,325.
FOR sale-- Used grocery store equipment:
Warren/Sherer Frozen
Food cases. Dart Deli
cases, Produce case.
For information call
Roy Harwell, 1-606-7813800.
GOLF cart for sale.
Excellent condition.
Good batteries. Call
753-7186 after 4:30p.m.
IF' you want to mow get
a Horse-Wheel Horse of
Course. In stock from 8
H.P. to 16 H.P. special
price month of June
$999 & up. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd.
O AK & Hickory
firewood, $ 25
rick delivered. Buy 10
get 1 free. 436-2778.
PANELING! Paneling!
Paneling! $4.25 and up.
Mid -South Wholesale,
342 E. Washington,
Paris, Tn., 901-642-2552.
REAR Tine Tillers.
Price reduced- 5 HPwas $789 now $695, 8 HPwas $899 now $759,
Briggs 8 HP- was $979
now $795, Kohler. See
Keith at Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd.

Miscellaneous

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

38. Pets-Supplies

2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas Shady
Oaks 753-5209
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets. Prefer
couples. Call 489-2611.

AKC Cocker Spaniel
pups- buff, black, fawn
& white. Taking deposits now. Call 1-2255729.

Mirrray Ledger 81 runes

RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7. $9 & $12. Cell
753-2905 or 435-4343.
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, $9 k $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.

4 9 . Used Cars

Office Space
For Rent

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

201 N. 5th

Call...
753-5827

PAINTING

FARM
LUMBER

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

arrar-r111177 -1r,

AUCTION

Real estate and personal property of
Mr. & Mrs. Owen and Roberta Brandon
June 8, 1985 at 10:00 A.M.

FOR

Shroat Waldrop Realtors
Pete Waldrop Broker 759-1707
Dan Miller Auctioneer 435-4144

8500 Sq. Ft. Building
in Murray
Excellent Location
In Shopping Center
Heavy Traffic
Excellent Lease

My service doesn't cost it Pays.

753-2380

Hopkins Insurance Agency

AULT le

S4-

ivt o.s-Yr
c?Li

- CZTslu-

E IL

Call
r. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

dr*********************** erv

*
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FOR LEASE

COLA
f2k, eat"
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50. Used Trucks
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
1968 FORD, runs good
1981 P U. GMC Sierra FARLEY'S ROOFING L&J General Hauling
Best offer Call 759-4806 Classic V-8, auto,
and County Garbage
Aluminum
& General Mainten
or 753-8430.
power, extras. Day ance. Free estimates. Pickup. No job to small.
Service
Co.
1989 BUICK Riviera, 753-4703
e,HniAty759-1274.
Experienced & quality Call 436-726.4.
Aluminum and vinyl
new rebuilt engine. 1983
1/2 ton work. Home 753-9785, MITCHELL Paving
Restorable, needs truck, V-8, auto., full
siding. Custom trim
Sealing striping, repair
transmission. Best of- power, air, excellent, work 753-1688.
work. References.
41.
asphalt
Public
Sales
complete
&
PENCE
sales at Sears
SEASONED firewood fer. Call 753-9623.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
$OW. Call 382-2203.
installation
30.
jobs,
All
Business
.
Rentals
oak, hickory, mixed
MOVING sale
1969 FORD 4 dr., good WRECKER bed, ton now. Call Sears 753-2310 large & small
753-0689
Call
for free estimate for
hardwoods $30/rick
Household of furniture condition, $400. 1974
truck, winch, booms, your needs.
753-1537.
delivered. Min. order 2
and appliances. Every- Cutlass Supreme
'ROOFING,
Plumbing,
sling $1,000. Low boy
ricks. Call John Boyer
thing like new, must Coupe. Will trade. 753Siding, Additions,
tires,
15
inch.
1970
753-0338.
sell. Two bedroom 9872.
Painting, General Car
Dodge ton truck, $1,250.
1000 Sq. Ft.
suites, real nice living 1973 MONTE Carlo,
REASONED rough cuf
pentry. P.A. AAolony Co
ps, 1914 Cbev Van for parts,
vette
Carpet
room set, Mate washer ac, chrome wheels,
maple & walnut. Call
753 8628
Free
one 14' Gravel box.
& dryer, refrigerator, owner, $1000. Call 759436-5679.
Estimates.
Evenings 750-1739.
753-1572 or 753-5300
color TV., desk, gun 1965 or 753-9235.
(lea nin9,
SPECIAL, white
GENERAL mainten
after 5 p.m.
cabinet and much,
Westinghouse chest
Free Estimates
ance, roofing, painting
1974 AMC Hornet Spor- 51 . Campers
much more. Hardin,
freezers, 21 Cu. ft. size,
•Carpets
etc. 20 yrs. experience
tabout, $300. 753-7523.
759-1983
1977 PACE Arrow mo$399.95. Purdom's Inc. BODY shop or clean-up Ky. 3 doors down, left of 1976 MONTE
Free estimates. Call
Carlo, tor home, 25ft. 45,000
•Upholstery
shop for rent. Call post office on
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872.
474-2330.
rocket wheels, new miles, gen., air, T.V.
SEWING Machine Re
759-4541.
Commerce
St.
•Free
Estimates
TTR week's special: 42
vinyl top, runs good. ant. & C.B. Large rear
pair. All makes and
Shingles, many colors, 32. Apts for
Satisfaction
Air, PB, steering. $1400 bath, sleeps 6. Good
models. Industrial,
Rent
4 3 . Real Estate
Aluminum and Vinyl
$15.95/sq. Mid-South
or best offer. 753-6911.
home and commercial
condition. Phone 753Guaranteed
siding and trim. Also
Wholesale, 342 E. 1 & 2 BE apt. neas 34.4 ItITVEYEI:5 acres 1977
38 yrs. experience. All
RANCHER C5 8744.
aluminum patio awnWashington, Paris, Tn., downtown Murray. south of Murray. Cross- pickup truck,
work guaranteed. Kenapprox
IRTTRT-s71:17 20 ft.
Adults only. Call 753- land area. Almost all
901.642-2552.
ings and carports.
18,000 miles, good as per, self contained,
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
4109,
762-6650,
or 438- tillable. Producing good new,
TTSIBEIr for sale, 87;
radio, 7 wheels- 2 good condition. Call
Jock Glover
Stella, Ky.
income off crops. Pond. have
pros. 10 acres, must be 2844.
snow tires. 759- 759-4909.
SPECIAL for June
753-1873
removed within 4 I BEDROOM apart- $13,500. For more in- 1149.
$39.95- get rid of crawl
JIM'S
months. Call 753-9844 ment in Panorama formation call Elkins 1978
Repair
Service
52.
Boats-Mot
ors
AMC Concord,
ing bugs, ants, roaches
Shores. Appliances Realty, 901-642-6814 or
ask for Tim.
58,000 Tiles, burgundy, 14 POLORCRAFT, 28 Washers & dryers, re spiders. Pryamid Pest TREES trimmed or
frigerators
,
TOOL box for import furnished. Lakeview. evenings 901-247-5815.
freezers
removed. Also, yard
needs 6ody work. Must HP Johnson, tilt trailer,
Control 527-9916.
I/2- miles north of
and air conditioners,
pickup, $50. Set of 4 15" Lease and deposit rework. Experienced.
sell, MO or best offer. $925. Call 492-8826.
any brand. Phone 436tires & wheels for GMC quired. No children or Murray, 37 acres of land After 5p.m. 759-9684.
Free estimates Call
REPAIRS
'81 60 h.p. Evinrude 2247. Also, buy & sell
pickup, $100. Call 489- pets. 436-2484. Available with well, $25,000. Call 1978 TOYOTA
436-2690.
Celica
motor, electric start appliances.
June 1.
after 5p.m. 474-8014.
CB, TV and Stereos
2808.
speed with air conTREE work. Complete
MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
TRIMMERS- i BR basement apt., 79 WOODED acres. ditioning. $3000. Call with controls, like new. JOINER'S Tree Serremoval, topping, tri
Call
753-0208.
furnished,
utilities
Over
&
3000
feet
road
Trimmers- TrimmersTRUE VALUE
753-0099 or 759-4939 ask 28 FOOT, LOWES Mon- vice. 30 years exmming & stumps re
cable
furnished.
frontage.
$205
a
1/2
mile
from
String trimmers, Sachsperience. Also bucket
for Beverly.
moved. Insured. Call
Northside Shopping Ctr.
Pontoon
aco
monthwith
sun
Single.
blacktop.
1825
4/5
mile
Dolmar the most
1979 MOlk,ME Carlo, pb, roof, 70 HP Mercury, 11/2 truck for hire. Call
753-0211.
753-2571
trusted name in tri- Hamilton Ave. Female from Kentucky Lake. pa, air,
$3900. Call years old, better then 753-0366.
REE work, trimming
or
Couple.
$425
per
acre.
Owner
mmers, will use blade
LAWN Mower and Tiller SPRING is here. Bring and taking down.
759-1965 or 753-9235.
Also,
new. Call Jim Meeks
atachment. See Keith at APARTMENT for rent. financing. 753-7848, 753Repair,
your
Wayne
mowers
or
Kim
(riding
&
1980 BLACK Trans Am. 1-885-1171, Hopkinsville,
yard work. Call
Call 753-8730 after 5p.m. 1409.
Stokes Tractor.
Wilson,
push),
tillers,
3
miles
South
on
chain
436-5895.
RANK of Murray & Fm Call after 5:30p.m. 753- Monday -Friday 121. Call 753-5066.
USED riding mowers. 753-6965.
saws, small engines and
0222
Sam-pm.
Special- month of June. DUPLEX apt. I block B.A. repossessed prowelding
to
LICENSED
Moody's
Electrician
Wedding
A•8T--"Wheel Horse, from M.S.U. campus, perties. Other listings, 1980 CAPRICE-Classic 4 36 VT. house boat, old for residential and Repair for their tune up
Photography
Wheel Horse, Cub Low $165 per month. 753-2649 Murray-Calloway Co. dr., extra nice, 1 owner. but very good. Make an commercial. Heating and overhaul. Cherry
offer. Call 901-782-3442.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. Will trade. 759-9921.
753 8298
Boy, 7 H.P. Snapper, or 753-1914.
and air condition, gas Corner Road, 753-5668.
753-81443 or Ron Talent 1982 CADILLAC Seville '76 17 FT. ski boat with
C-195 Wheel Horse, 16
Free pickup & delivery. • CARTER STUDIO
installation
and
repair.
Elegante,
ps,
pb, elec- 150 hp motor, walk
H.P. Gilson w/ tiller, apts., adjoining college. 753-9894.
• 300 MAIN St SUITE
Work Guaranteed.
Phone 753-7203.
WATERFRONT pro- tric seats, electric win- through windshield,
100 John Deere, 8 H.P. Call 753-3134.
• I Nor tit 3rd Entroncr
STUMPS
removed.
No
dows,
am
-fm
stereo tandem trailer. Can be
Ariens, 857 Wheel
URNISHED or un- perty near Hamlin on
damage to surrounding WISMINT? We
Horse, Sears- 8 H.P. furnished apt., 1 or 2 Ky 1918. One half acre cassette, digital pack- seen at 641 Shell or
lawn. Lots cleared. Call make wet basements
age,
leather,
$395 per 753-9131.
Stokes Tractor- See BR. Also, sleeping waterfront lots; One
753-0211.
month. Call 753-9240.
dry. Work completely
Keith.
rooms.
Zimmerman half acre lakeview lots;
INTERIOR
guaranteed. Call or
36 acres with 600 feet of 1984 OLDSMOBILE 98 53. Services Offered
WHIRLPOOL Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
write Morgan Con
EXTERIOR
microwave oven with 'YAKING applications waterfront; 140 acres Regency. Local, 1 owstruction Co. Rt. 2, Box
PAINTING
700 watts cooking for Section 8. Rent with about a mile of ner. Call 753-6260.
WEST KY.
409A, Paducah, Ky
power, Only $4.50 week. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 waterfront; Five acres 67 MUSTANG, 280
ALUMINUM
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WALLPAPERING'
Rudolph Goodyear. 753- BR. Apply Hilldale lots near lake. Owner auto, good condition.
Put an end to costly poinWILL haul white rock,
*Boxing
0595.
Apts., Hardin, Ky. financing available. 753- Call 435-4434.
ting
problems with
sand, lime, rip rap and
76 FORD Torino station
Equal Housing 7531.
*Framing
aluminum or vinyl siding
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
masonary sand, coal,
wagon, $650 or trade for
Opportunity.
44. Lots for Sale
and trim work. Bill Speed
*Barn Posts
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
pickup truck. Call 75914x70 2 BR trailer, like
436-5608
Call Roger Hudson,
*Fence Posts
MUST sell! 2 Beautiful 1429 or 436-5463 after
new. 2 Bay clean-up 33. Rooms for Rent
•
753-4545 or 753-6763
shop, 1 acre. Will sell ROOMS for girls or shaded acres with good 6p.m.
*Treated
Lumber
ALL type masonry
*FREE ESTIMATES*
seperate or together. boys near university. barn & 12x65 2 BR '81 OLDSMOBILE
*Metal Roofing
PAINTING
mobile home. 759-4588 Cutlass, good condition. work, block, brick,
Call 753-0318.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
concrete, driveways,
Call 489-2711.
*Farm Hardware
or 753-7637.
Interior & exterior,
MOWING.
sidewalks,
Also,
hauling
patios,
house
34. Houses for Rent
WATERFRONT Lot on FOR sale: 1979 Corv1 2x70 Trailer. 2
quality work. Comfoundations. 25 years and yard work. Re
2-3 BR house, furnished. Blood river. S16,500. Call ette, white, red interior. experience. Free es- asonable rates, good
bedroom, 1% bath, livpetitive prices. InAuto.,
air,
T-tops.
Sharp
436-23.42.
3-M. east of Murray on
timates. Call Charles references. Call Jerry
sured. Over 16 years
ing room, kitchen, dinSerious
inquiries
only.
280, $300 month plus
759-9661.
Barnett 753-5476.
experience. Call Ralph
Ph. 753-1916, Ext. 8.
ing room, storage
deposit. 753-7852 or 759- 46. Homes for Sale
APPLIANCE REPAIR: NEED work on your
Worley 759-1050.
MAZDA
RX-7
GS,
1
room, closed back
4416 after 5 o'clock.
BEDROOM house
Factory authorized for trees? Topping, prunporch,
3 )3R house near Un- with 6 acres, 36'x40' owner, silver, sunroof, Tappan, Kelvinator and ing, shaping, complete
18x24
5-speed, excellent coniversity, $200 a month. detached garage. Just
56 Free Column
Industrial Drive
screened-in front porch,
Brown. Service on gas removal and more. Call
minutes away from dition. Call 753-7401 or and electric
Call
753-0076.
carport,
ranges, B OVER'S TREE
Murray,
storage
753-5485
Ky.
after
FREE kittens,
5p.m.
3 BR, living room, den. Murray in Brewers
microwaves, dis- SERVICE for Profemale; 1 tabby, 1 grey
buiding, satellite t.v., 3
Phone 759-1099
Inside city, nice Community, Marshall
hwashers, re- fessional tree care.
& white. Have shots.
lots. 10 minutes from
neighborhood, $275 County. Must sacrifice
frigerators, etc. Earl 753-0338.
Call 436-2654.
to settle divorce. Asking
Ky. Lake & 3 boat
month. Call 753-9021.
1982 Chevy El Lovell( 354-6956 or 753- ODD job specialist
_,$.28
Call
500.
527-1720.
3 or 3 BR house. No pets
docks, security light,
5341.
ceiling fans, electrical
Camino, V-6, all
in house. No more than BRICK ranch home, 0
APPLIANCE
well
plumbing, fencing. You
water.
Call
bedroom,
11/2
bath,
power & air, priced
2 children. Deposit,
SERVICE. Kenmore, name it, I do it. You
502-436-2913.
11/2
acres,
shade
$150/month. 492-8360.
at $4,500. 1981
Westinghouse, buy, I install. You
trees, city water, gas,
Whirlpool. 22 years break, I fix. Call 436975 VIKING 24x56, 3 3 or 4 BR house, 160.1 barn,
Century
Buick
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
outbuildings.
$39.
experience. Parts and 2868.
BR, 2 bath, all electric, College Farm Rd., 000. 753-6911.
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Limited, 4 dr.
Murray.
Call
442-8225.
service.
Bobby Hopper, PAINTING=Paper
good condition. Many
CANTERBURY- by
•
FEMALE
wanted
sedan,
to
V-6,
power
Bob's Appliance Ser- hanging, commerical or
extras. Must sell. $11,
owner: 2 story, 4
•
vice, 202 S. 5th St. residential, Free es
500. Call 474-8878 or share house on bdrms.,
brakes,
steering
&
21/2 baths,
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
Hamilton St., near
Business 753-4872, 436- timates, References. 25
474-8835.
•
h eat pump/AC,
air, 51,000 mi.,
RAISED PANEL DOORS
5848 (home).
years experience,
24x52 DOUBLE wide on Granny's Porch. Nice fireplce insert, fenced
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
place,
everything
furpriced at $4,500.
BYARS Brothers & Tremon Farris 759-1987
1 acre with garage, in
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
Lard, $85,900. 759-4060.
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Sons. Siding, gutters, P YRAMID Pesf
Kirksey. Nice. Call nished. Call 753-4101 MIJOY country living
Call 753-2752 or
after
5p.m.
CUSTOM
SUKT FURNITURE 6 FURNITURE REFINISHING
roofs, replacement Control- special for
489-2280.
753-2922.
COMPITTTIVI MIKIS Drop Sy a Soso Our Display
LARGE 3 BR house with city conveniences.
windows. 30 yrs. ex- June: Clean out roaches
24x60 ON 3/4 of an acre
3
BR
ranch
style
brick.
near University. Adults
perience. Free es- & water bugs- $39.95 •
shaded lot, 1 mile from
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
1212 Main
only. 753-4109, 762-6650 1400 sq. ft., 1 & 1/2
timates. (502)362-4895.
guaranteed 1 year. 527
downtown Murray/ 50.Used Trucks
baths,
carport
,
or 436-2844.
114•
•
•
•
•
e4,41
••••••••••••
Briggs & Stratton. 3 BR,
fireplace insert, other 1985 FORD pickup, $450. GENERAL HOME 9916.
REPAIR.
2 bath, large living
15
years
exextras.
Located
on
1
1980 Ford Courier, $2,
room, family room & newer house, $450 a acre in Lynn Grove. 750. Will trade.
perience. Carpentry,
753-9872.
dining area, central ac month. Call 753-6035.
$40,000. 762-6330 (work) 1973 CHEVROLET concrete, plumbing,
IWO
bedroom
brick,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
& heat, w-to-w carpetor 753-8295 (home).
pickup, ps, pb, air, new
ing, partially furnished, shady lot, stove, re- FOR sale by owner, 2
TO SMALL. Free esradial tires. Call 753frigerator,
8
miles
SE,
timates. Days 753-6973,
& sun deck. Quality
BR house with large
country living at a married couples only, upstairs storage, 6520.
nights 474-2276.
INTERNATI
1973
references
ONAL
.
deposit.
reasonable price. Call
GUTTERING by Sears.
$16,000. Call 753-5477.
Harvester
Travelall,
Call
492-8584.
762-6287 or 753-9445.
sale by owner: 2 fair condition. Call 753- Sears continuous gutters installed for your
bedroom frame, 2 acre, 9380.
37.
Livestock-Su
pplies
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Real Estate consists of five bedroom brick house, bath, living
specifications. Call
641 south 4 mi. $16,000.00 1979 CUSTOMI
PERFORMANCE
ZED
Sears 753-2310 for free
3 BR, 2 baths, comneeds fix up. 753-0430.
room,
dining room and kitchen. Located just north of Hazel
Suburban, 350 engine,
estimate.
pletely furnished except tested Simmental and LOG homes. Over 45
Lumber Company in Hazel.
auto., pb, ps, air, am.fm
Maine-Anjou crossbred
for 1 BR, Workshop & 2
HAMILTON cultured
Terms: 20% down day of sale. Balance in 30 days. Possession with
service age bulls. Only standard models. Free stereo tape, T.V. &
car garage. Located 2
Brochure. Honest Abe more. 61,000 miles. Marble & 'tile, 643 Old
the
very
top
performdeed.
1/2 mile out on Hwy. 94
Benton
Homes,
Log
Route
Rd.
one,
If
you
have
753-0114.
ance bulls offered for
on private lot. Call after
ceramic tile glued
sale. All bulls health Box 84CK, Moss, Ten5p.m. 759-4724.
nessee
38575.
around your tub or
(615)258tested and guaranteed.
shower, chances are
FOR SALE OR
Broadbent Farms, 3648.
you have problems, we
Cadiz, KY 42211 (Day) QUALITY construction,
TRADE 1978
have the answer,
affordable price. New 3
235-5182 Night 235-5170.
Marble Panels. Also,
VERY genlle pony. Call BR, 2 bath house on
FORD VAN
Brookhaven Extended.
have marble vanity tops
437-4832.
V-8,
AT., P.S., P.B..
& sinks, ceramic tiles,
Call 753-3903 after
A.C., AM/FM,8-Track,
BOARD your dogs and 4:30p.m.
mirrors, etc. Custom
cats with Hidden Valley
C.B., 4 Captain Chairs,
work! Free estimates!
Kennels the one to beat. 47
Motorcycles
Full Seat in Back, Full
Open by appointment,
Cats and small dogs
Tint Windows, Air Concall 753-9400.
1977
HONDA
Super
$2.50, large dogs $4.00 a
dition. Must see & drive
INSULATION blown in
day. Also AKC Toy Sport, excellent condito appreciate. Phone
by Sears. TVA ap
Pomeranian stud ser- tion, $575. Call 753-8170.
proved. Save on those
before 9 a.m. and after
vice. 489-2377 Kirksey. 1382 HONDA CD 450T
high heating and cool
6 p.m. 753-9889 or
For grooming call Sue with plod tarring. One
ing bills. Call Sears
owner, 3400 miles, $895.
see at 1501 Kirkwood
436-5835
753-2310 for free
Call 901-642-4541, Paris,
Drive
estimate
Tn. after 6p.m.
41. Public Sales
1982 WINEBERRV
Honda 500 Interstate
YARD SALE
Silverwing, bought new
in 1984. 2,782 actual
Friday 7th &
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
miles. $1800. Call after
Saturday 8th
6p.m. 753-2327.
OFFERING:
1083 500 SHADOW, exDaylight Hours
Automobile
cellent condition, 2
2 mi. N.W.
Homeowners
helmets. Call 762-4475
Flre
Kirksey, Beach
1983 HARLEY Davidson
Life
XLX, garage kept, exRoad at the Late
Ea-TAILS
•Terrn
cellent condition, 9000
S'CO:re JO.
Clay Marine Farm
actual miles, many
•Universal Life
VAC Case Tractor &
extras. Must see to
•Gueranted Issue
Equipment, other misc
appreciate. MOO firm
For Free Analysis S. Quotes •Senior Citizens
items & some antiques
Call 759-1512 or 753-8540.
408 South 12th Street
Cancer
-may
LeltrsHONDA 70 3-wheeler
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRA s
Call 437-4832

POLE BUILDINGS,
24'x40' completely
erected $3,650. 12'x8'
end slider and entrance
door included. Other
sizes available. BLITZ
Builders Inc. 1-800-4284009 Ky - 1-800-792-3498•
Ind.
POLE BUILDINGS,
36'x50' completely
erected, 12'x9' end
slider and entrance
door included. Choice of
colors. $6,995. Other
sizes available. BLITZ
Builders Inc. 1-800-4284009 Ky - 1-800-792-3498

Big Part-Time
Income!!
Major
Steel
Building Company Is Seeking
A
Part-Time
Dealer In Your
Area To Sell Our
Pre-Engineered
Steel Buildings
And Related Products. Refundable Deposit
Required. Call
Bob Crandall At
1-800-624-57
84 For Details.
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DOING RIGHT!

JOE SMITH
**
CENT
CARP
ER
**
ET
1
753-6660

**

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
"
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 319.20
Yesterday
6.27
Opened
Owed
Today
317.50
Today
6.18
Down
1.70
Down
.09
Comphment• of.
GOLD 6. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS BEL AIR CTR.
753 7113
We boy Gold Silver & Dinmoods
How" 10 5 Doily, 17 5 Sunday

11

JERRY ATKINS &
At Si

0•••••

•
•S./ I

ASSOC
.10"HMO

(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
& Circle A Fencing)
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Soffit & Trim Work,
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Renovator Insulated Replacement
Windows
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
FENCING
Chain Link •Spfh Raii•Ferm•Pr
Ivecy
Financing Available Phone:
753-8407

DOWNTOWN
WAREHOUSE
SPACE
AVAILABLE
Murray, Ky.

Approximately 5000 sq.
ft. with drive-in entrance.
Wired for security.
Call 502-442-6532 or
502-753-7102. Or write
P.O. Box 2534, Paducah,
Ky.

""""*"""110111111Wwwwwwwwww---
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Kentucky's top FBI agent to leave post
LEXINGTON. Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky's top
FBI agent is leaving to
direct the agency's
largest criminal investigation unit in New
York.
James H. Yelvington
has been special agent
In charge of about 80
agents in Kentucky
since 1981. He will be
responsible for the
criminal division of the
New York field office
and will supervise 500
agents.
He will be replaced by
Joel A. Carlson, now the
chief agent in Albuquerque, N.M., according to
FBI spokesman Lane
Bonner.
Carlson, 50, is a native
of San Francisco and
joined the FBI in 1966.
He plans to begin his

Governor Martha Layne CoWns continued her campaign for education across Kentucky
last week accompained by former Governor Julian Carroll, left, and former Republican Governor Louie
Nunn in a
bi-partisan tour of the 5th Congressional District. Also along for a portion of the 13-county
visit was
Nunn's granddaughter, Mary Elizabeth Nunn.

duties in Louisville by
mid-August.
Carlson said he has
emphasized whitecollar investigations in
New Mexico. particularly those involving
political corruption.
Yelvington said he
considered advances in
undercover techniques
and electronic intercepts among his biggest accomplishments.
He said those helped obtain the conviction of

Luis Pinto, a a olumbian the administrations of
living in northern Ken- former Goys. Wendell
tucky who federal Ford and Julian Carroll
agents said had did not result in charges
laundered $50 million in against either man.
drug money.
But Yelvington, 47,
said he was disapMeasured from its
pointed that a five-year
federal probe of Ken- base on the seafloor,
tucky state government Mauna Kea is Earth's
did not "reach a point tallest mountain. But
that a lot of people ex- for all its height, Mauna
Kea is only a third as
pected it to.
That investigation in- high as Olympus Mons,
to alleged corruption in a giant volcano on Mars.

10.8%, H.P.R. Financing Available

where every number is a winner
*au can't Ices any model number
O' Ingersoll lawn and garden
traCtors I deOlgned 10 rr10149 you
o wInned

Hog market listed
FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
-1.57
Air Products
...52/
1
4
Apple Computer . ..
16% +.%
American Telephone
23/
1
4 unc
Briggs & Stratton
28/
1
2 -1/8
Chrysler
353/4
Dollar Gen. Store
25% unc
1
4
Dupont
60 ./
Durakon
14/
1
2 uric
%
Ford
43%
Forum Group
10 +%
G.A.F.
33/
1
2 +',4
%
General Motors
711
/
4
GenCorp, Inc.
44% unc.
Goodrich
52/
1
4 -Ye
Goodyear
29% -%

I.B.M.
Jerrico
Johnson & Johnson. .
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm..
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

1293
/8
20%
.473
/
8
391/8
12%
51%
37
50
38/
1
2
37
55%
381
/
4
53%
18%

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Feders1-State Market News Ser- US 2.3 2102541 lb..
vice June 4, 1565
US 34 250 270 lb..
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Sows
544.
Buying
6
Includes
Report
Market
US 1.2 270-350 lb..
tions. Receipts: Act. 047 Est. 750 Bar. US 1-3 3116-450 lb..
row. S Gilts fully to .50 lower Sows US 1-3 6641-500 lb..
under 5001bs. 1.00,1.50 lower, o,er 500 US 1-3 663650 tbs.
lb.. 2.00 lower
US 2-3 1110-560 lb..
344.00-44.23 Boars $23-$31.50
US It 210,240 lb..
$430044.00
2041-210 11,6.

343.55-44.00
142.50-43.50

Pic. Any Model Number and Win
• Outstanding performance
• Dependable starting
• Built tough to last
• Operator comfort and
convenience
• Ease ot operation
• Wide range ol attachments
• A model to suit your needs
• Retains high trade-in value

$34.00.35.50
$35.00-34.00
$35.50.34.50
$36.00.36.50
$3400 35.00

CORRECTION
The Erwin Sausage for
494 ran incorrectly in the
D & T Warehouse Foods'
ad in Monday, June 3rd
edition. The
Erwin
Sausage should have run
for $1.49.
We are sorry for any
inconvenience this may
have caused!

Models JOS
and 116
to 10 no
ancl 16 ha
lawn tractors

Models 444,446 and 448
n,pt, cVa
,nos
HVDScv
tractor,

INGERSOLL...
The New Nana. 7b Say
For Case Garden Thartors

INGERSOLL

ES]

INGERSOLL EOUIPMENT CO., INC

Question over wages
stalls jail completion
44

FRANKFORT,, Ky.
(AP) — Local officials,
eager to begin construction of new jails under a
state bonding program,
are upset at the prospect of a lengthy delay
while a court determines whether the
prevailing wage law
should be used.
The Kentucky Local
Correctional Facilities
Construction Authority
voted Monday to seek a
judgment on the matter
from Franklin Circuit
Court.
If that decision goes
against the authority.
officials estimated that
the cost of local jail projects could rise by 10
percent to 25 percent.
Finance Secretary
Gordon Duke said it
could take up to three
months before the matter can be raised before
the court.
Warren nounty
Judge-Executive Basil
Griffin said bids are all
set to be taken on a $5.1
million regional jail that
will also serve Allen and
Edmonson counties.
The prglect will now
have to wait on the court
decision, he said.
The cost of the project
would increase by 20
percent if prevailing
wages must be paid,
Griffin said.
Griffin stressed he is
not upset at having to
pay whatever wages the
law might require, but
Is distressed that the
Issue has come up at
this late date.
"Somebody's got to do
something so we know
where we stand," Griffin said.
A $32 million bond
issue was sold by the
state to fund the local
jail projects. Bond attorneys said they
designed the projects so
the prevailing wage law
would not apply.
But after some
organized labor groups
threatened a lawsuit,
the authority decided
there was a serious
question about the applicability of the
prevailing wage law. *
The law requires the
Labor t abinet to set
wage rates using a complicated formula if a
certain percentage of
state funds goes toward'
a project.

The Legislature has
added $10 in costs to all
court cases with the proceeds going to retire the
bonds. The legal question is whether the court
fee is state money.
If the prevailing wage
law does apply, 19 of the
23 projects funded
through the authority
will be affected, and
Duke said there aren't
many ways to get additional money.
"We don't have a lot
of options before us,"
Duke said. "The counties either come up with
the money or the
authority, and the
authority doesn't have
the money."

Read
the
Classifieds

I can't
put
into
words my
appreciation to the
people of
Calloway
County for
your vote and confidence in electing me your sheriff. Many, Many
thanks for all your acts of kindness shown to me during the
campaign.
Your encouragement and support meant so much.
Thanks again
J.D. and Ann Williams

ervin
You
51 i
Years d'

1934 — 1985

McKeel Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

21ST ANNIVERSARY SALE
MEN'S DEPARTMENT
All Men's
Suits
Sizes 36-50
Reg. & Long

All Men's
Sport Coats &
Blazers
Sizes 36-50
Reg. & Long

All Men's
Short Sleeve
Dress Shirts

A Group of
Men's Dress
Shoes & Boots

Sizes Small-4x

20% Off 20% on 20% Off

Prod for by the candidate

All Men's
Men's
Poly/Cotton &
Canvas Shoes
Knit Sport
• y Ked & Converse
Shirts

TURN
CIDIDL

Sizes Small-4x

20% on

1/2

/
1
2

Price

All Men's
Dress Straw
Hats

All Men's
Swimwear

Price 20% Off 20% Off
A.

Men's Short
Sleeve
Coveralls

Beat the Summer Heat
With a Kelvinator Air
Conditioner!

Poly/Cotton

20% Off
All Ladies
Dresses
Jr. Misses &
Half Sizes

1.adiet2Apartment
All Ladies

Short Sleeve
Cotton Dresses
Sizes Misses &
Half Sizes

20% Off

All Ladies
Sportswear

20*/

0

All Ladies
Swimwear

Off

All Ladies
Canvas Shoes

All Ladies
Dress
& Casual
By Grasshopper &
Shoes
Keds

1/2

Price

Table Of
Ladies Dress
And Casual
Shoes

20% Off /
1 2 Price
1
2 Price 20% Off /
Summer
Purses

Kelvinator
Sensible, Dependable & Affordable
Keivinator's
quality
construction
means years of reliable, trouble-free
operation.
-uy now and cart home your Kelvinator Air
Conditioner with your ERR all-purpose metal
cart! Limited quanitiesl

STEELE &
ALLBRITTEN
209 A. 3rd.

Children Department
Ladies
Short Sleeve
All Girls
Blouses
All Boys &
Sizes Small-46 Summer Dresses Girls Swimwear

20% Off 20% Off /
1
2 Price
I
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•

All Boys
Short Sleeve
Shirts & Shorts

All Girls
Shorts & Tops

All Boy's
Suits

Sizes
Toddlers-18 yr.

Sizes
Toddler-14 yr.

2T-16 years

20% Off 20% Off 1/2 Price

CLOSE OUT
ON ALL
CHILDRENS
SHOES
Soy & Girl Dress &
.Casuol by Rod Goose

y Price
2

SETTLE-WORKMAN
753-5341

Downtown-Across from Bank of Murray
Prices Good Wed. June 5th-Sat. June 15th
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